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Our four years at Bridgewater have ended. Time has
sped by and yet each of us is aware of the changes that
have occurred while we have been here. As freshmen, we
were all deficient in some area—intellectual, emotional,
social, physical, or spiritual. Perhaps some of us were
even lacking in all of the areas. But this period has
given us an opportunity to become well-integrated per-
sonalities; able to meet the demands placed on indi-
viduals entering the field of education.
There is no profession which requires finely tuned men
and women more than does that of teaching.
At Bridgewater we have been exposed to the means
needed to attain this end. For the most part this amal-
gamation of essential qualities has developed the gradu-
ating seniors into men and women capable of accom-
plishing the goals they have set for themselves.








"The light of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be
single, thy whole body shall be full of light." It is to Dr. Clement
C. Maxwell, who chose to devote his life to a single purpose, the
education of the minds of many, that the Class of 1962 dedi-
cates this, our Alpha. The gratitude of those he has so skill-
fully guided and taught is only a part of his reward. May the
light he has shed cast its rays on generations of future teachers
that they may partake of its devout spirit.
An Exemplary Teacher
&A &m?>
STATE COLLEGE AT BRIDGEWATER
January 24, 1962
Dear Members of the Class of 1962:
Before the pages of this edition of the Alpha unfold the story of the class of 1962, your
life as a group will have tapered off to a graceful ending, an ending that will be but a
beginning, the beginning of the discoveries, the responsibilities, the duties that mark the
social and moral maturing of you young men and young women.
Alpha in the years that lie before you will be a prodigal fund of memories gay and
grave, but all nostalgic, filled with yearning for days that can never be lived again, years
that are now merely "the stuff that dreams are made on".
This lesson unlearned, you have learned nothing! Man is made up of body and soul
and is preparing for his immortal tomorrow. If we, you and I, fail so to consider our
students, then we teach them not as men but as mere animals. The world wants culture so
badly, not merely the decorations of culture, but its honest essence. Despite this, too
frequently our world offers only "bread and the circus". Though deep in our hearts we know
that man does not live by bread alone, we too often take our spiritual nourishment for
granted. What does he know of teaching who only teaching knows?
Van Dyke tells us that Education should send forth men who can see clearly, image
vividly, think steadily and will nobly. This is clearly the measure of the good teacher.
If you live and work in harmony with this law there will be' no time-serving in your
profession; little or no patience with deliberate mediocrity, and a total disregard for "that
empty, ugly thing called popularity".
May your years in your profession be filled with all things which are good, may wisdom
be ever your desideratum, for
"Wisdom is bright and unfading,
And she is easily seen by those who love her,
And found by those who search for her
For she goes about in search of those
Who are worthy of her,
And she graciously appears to them in their paths













. . will determine his future life.
New Women's Dormitory
We enter our studies, and enjoy a society
Woodward Hall
Tillinghast Hall






forms the common mind
Auditorium Tennis Courts
What is the worth of any school without an intelligent
and devoted faculty?
We at Bridgewater have been most fortunate. The
faculty has striven to arouse intellectual curiosity and
a sense of individualism in their students. The integrity,
interest, and industry these men and women consistently
display accounts for the successful history, the fruitful





Dr. Clement C. Maxwell
,***•
President Clement C. Maxwell, Dr. Ellen M.
Shea, Daniel Noonan, and Charles McMullen
are those in command at Bridgewater. Pres-
ident Maxwell and these three work together
to help the students know their responsibilities
and are often available to give advice to any
student who is in earnest need of help.
President Maxwell is faced with the day-to-
day puzzles of any modern administrator. Fi-
nances, faculty members, students, and vol-
umes of paper work are only general problem
areas with which this man has to cope. These
responsibilities are eased with the help he re-
ceives from his three co-workers.
Dr. Shea is our Dean of Women and all








this woman possesses for Bridgewater and its
undergraduates.
Mr. Noonan, laconic and efficient, works
with the male members of the student body as
Bridgewater's Dean of Men.
Dean McMullen, always helpful and friend-
ly, makes every student feel a little special
when he speaks to them. He is the Dean of
Studies and is available for many other prob-
lems which confront a large number of stu-
dents.
The three deans also work in different de-
partments with some of the senior class di-
visions.
Dr. Shea and Dean McMullen are both in
the Education Department, while Mr. Noonan
is a member of the Economics Department. Charles B. McMullen, Ph.D.
Dean of Studies








The Directors at Bridgewater help to ease the duties of the President
and the Deans.
Balfour S. Tyndall is the Director of Apprentice Teaching.
V. James NiNardo is the Associate Director of Apprentice Teaching
and a member of the Education department.
Lee Harrington is the Director of Admissions and a member of the
Mathematics Department.
Iva Lutz is the Director of Continuing Studies, member of the Educa-
tion Department, and Director of the Bridgewater Summer School.
Philip R. Dooley is the Assistant Director of Continuing Studies and
a member of the Education Department.
Charles E. Foth directs the Hyannis Summer School, which is a branch






A.B., University of Maine; Ed.M.,
Harvard University
Jordan D. Fiore—History and Po-
litical Science—B.S. in Ed., Bridge"
water State Teachers College; A.
M., Ph.D., Boston University
Several major areas of
study are open to Bridge-
water students. They in-
elude education, history,
English, French - English,
mathematics - science, earth







A.B., Ed.M., A.M., Ed.D., Har-
vard University
George H. Durgin—Mathematics
—A.B., Ed.M., Harvard University
T. Leonard Kelly—Physical Sci-
ences—A.B., M.S., Holy Cross
College; M.A., Columbia Uni-
versity
Paul Huffington—Earth Sciences
—B.Ed., Illinois State Normal Uni-
versity; A.M., Clark University
Frank J. Hilferty—Biology— B.S.
in Ed., Bridgewater State Teach-
ers, College; Ph.D., Cornell Uni-
versity
Mary J. Moriaity—Health and
Physical Education—A.B., Villa
Maria College; B.S., Ed.M., Ed.D.,
Boston University
FACULTY
Gladys L. Allen— Burnell
School, Grade T>vo—Ma-







Otis E. Alley—Physical Sci-












nell School, Grade Three
—
B.S., in Ed., M.A., Boston
University
Beatrice I. Bouchard—Li-
brary Science, Dept. Chair-
man — B.E., Catholic
Teachers College; M.A.,










B.S., University of Wis-
consin; M.A., New York
University
Margaret C. Cassidy—Art
—B.S. in Ed., Framingham
State Teachers College; M.
S., University of Massa-




lege; M.A., Ph. D., Bran-
deis University
Elizabeth M. Cirino—Biol-
ogy—B.S. in Ed., Bridge-
water State Teachers Col-




lege; M.A., University of





B.S., Boston University; M.
Ed., University of North
Carolina
William R. Cole—History
— A.B., University of
Massachusetts; A.M., Bos-
ton University
Robert Coler — Biology —
B.A., University of New
York; M.A., Albany State
Teachers College; Ph.D.,
Syracuse University
Know/edge and Cultivated Faculties.
Catherine E. Comcau—















tory—B.S. in Ed., Salem










Maine; M.A., University of
Rhode Island
Mary Carroll Doyle—Bur-
nell School, Grade Four
—
B.S. in Ed., M.S., Bridge-














Ruth Garrison — Burnell




lish—B.S. in Ed., Boston
University; A.M., Harvard
University
E I o i s Godfrey — Burnell
School, Grade Three—B.S.
in Ed., M.Ed., Bridgewater
State Teachers College
Mary L. Gloster—Library
Science — B.S. in Ed.,
Bridgewater State Teach-
ers College; M.S. in L.S.,
Simmons College
George W. Green—English
—A.B., Holy Cross College;
A.M., Ph.D., Harvard Uni-
versity
M. Frances Guerin—English
—A.B., M.A., Boston Uni-
versity; B.S. in Ed., Bridge-
water State Teachers Col-
lege
Daniel F. Harrigan Jr.—
Handwriting—B.S. in Ed.,
Salem State Teachers Col-
lege
Elizabeth M. Higgins—Bur-
nell School, Grade Three
—
B.S. in Ed., Bridgewater
State Teachers College; Ed.
M., Boston University
Marjorie E. Hayward —
Music—B.Mus., New Eng-





B.A., College of St. Teresa;
M.A., Ph.D., Catholic Uni-
versity
Elizabeth Hollis— Educa-









in Ed., Bridgewater State
Teachers College; Ed. M.,
Boston
Stephanie O. Husek—His-
tory—B.A., Seton Hill Col-




B.S. in Ed., M.Ed., Bridge-













Chairman — B.S., M.Ed.,
Springfield College
Evelyn R. Lindquist—Edu-
cation—B.S. in Ed., Bridge-
water State Teachers Col-




sity; M.A., Boston College
Walter L. Mayo— Music,





Earth Science—B.S. in Ed.,
Worchester State Teachers
College; A.M., Clark Uni-
versity
Henry M. Mailloux—Math-
ematics—B.S. in Ed., Ford-
ham University; M.A., Co-
lumbia University
FACULTY






State College for Teachers;
Ph.D., Catholic University
Richard M. Menice—Bur-
nell School, Grade Four
—





A.B., University of Con-
necticut; A.M., Ph.D., Har-
vard University
Rita K. Nodal—Education












Patricia A. Phillips —
Health and Physical Edu-
cation—B.S. in Ed., Bridge-
water State Teachers Col-




nell School, Grade Two
—
B.S. in Ed., M.Ed., Bridge-





B.A., Reed College; M.A.,
University of Washington;




A.M., Ed.D., Boston Uni-
versity
(
Ellen Rucker—B u r n e I I
School, Grade One—B.S. in
Ed., Hyannis State Teach-
ers College; M.Ed., Bridge-










Doris E. Tebbetts— Art,
Dept, Chairman— B.S. in
Ed., Massachusetts School
of Art; M.A., University
of Minnesota
Cora M. Vining—Library
Science — B.S. in Ed.,
Bridgewater State Teach-
ers College; B.L.S., Sim-
mons College; A.M. Boston
University
Edward C. S w e n s o n—
Health and Physical Edu-
cation—B.S. in Ed., Boston
















—A.B., Holy Cross Col-










William J. Wall Jr.—Bi-
ology—B.S., M.S., Universi-
ty of Massachusetts; Ph.D.,
University of California
George A. Weygand—Phy-




nell School, Grade One
B.S. in Ed., M.Ed., Bridge-
















The class of 1962 has fulfilled several of its goals
during the course of the present college year. The chief
objective of the class financially and socially was to
have the first free Senior Prom at Bridgewater. This hope
became a reality due to the cooperation and drive of
the class.
The presentation of a class gift that will be of benefit
to the entire school was one of the other goals that was
attained. The class also sponsored a high level program
of big-name entertainment late in the Spring. This was
a continuation of a program begun by the preceding
Senior Class.
A new efficient method of holding class meetings was
instituted with much success through the cooperation






















LOOKING TO THE FUTURE
There is a time in man's education when he arrives at the conviction
that envy is ignorance; that imitation is suicide; that he must take himself
for. better or worse as his portion; that though the wide universe is full of
good, no kernel of nourishing corn can come to him but through his toil
bestowed on that plot of ground which is given to him to till. The power
which resides in him is new in nature and none but he knows what that
is which he can do, nor does he know until he has tried. Not for nothing
one face, one character, one fact, makes much impression on him, and
another none. This sculpture in the memory is not without pre-established
harmony. The eye was placed where one ray should fall, that it might
testify of that particular ray. We but half express ourselves, and are
ashamed of that divine idea which each of us represents. It may be safely
trusted as proportionate and of good issues, so it be faithfully imparted,
but God will not have his work made manifest by cowards. A man is
relieved and gay when he has put his heart into his work and done his
best; but what he has said or done otherwise shall give him no peace. It
is a deliverance which does not deliver. In the attempt his genius deserts
him; no muse befriends; no invention, no hope.
Trust thyself; every heart vibrates to that iron string. Accept the place
the divine providence has found for you, the society of your contemporaries,
the connection of events. Great men have always done so, and confided
themselves childlike to the genius of their age, betraying their perception
that the absolutely trustworthy was seated at their heart, working through
their hands, predominating in all their being. And we are now men, and
must accept in the highest mind the same transcendent destiny; and not
minors and invalids in a protected corner, not cowards fleeing before a
revolution, but guides, redeemors, and benefactors, obeying the Almighty
effort and advancing on Chaos and the Dark.
RALPH WALDO EMERSON
(Selection from "Self Reliance")
27
Albert Abelha
31 Concord Street New Bedford
Elementary
/ have lived to know that the secret of hap-
piness is never to allow your energies to
stagnate. —Clark
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Newman Club 3, 4.
Barbara Rodrique Aguiar
141 Apponegansett Street New Bedford
Elementary
Elegance of language may not be in the
power of all of us; but simplicity and
straightforwardness are. —Alford










985 Pleasant Street Bridgewater
Elementary
If the soul be happily disposed, everything
becomes capable of affording entertain-
ment, and distress will almost want a
name. —Goldsmith
Chapbook Art Editor 3,4; Glee Club 2,3;
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
CLASS OF 1 962
Robert' Armour
89 West Street North Attleboro
Elementary
There is a laughing anger and we call it
wit. There is laughing wisdom and we call
it humor. —Blumenthal
Alpha Upsilon 4; Campus Comment pho-
tographer 4; Drama Club 3,4; Men's House
Board 4; Newman Club 2,3,4; M.A.A.
1,2,3,4.
Lorraine Azevedo
430 Sawyer Street New Bedford
Elementary
It is good to be a part of life. Just as a
sun-dial counts only the sunny hours, so
does life know only that it is living. —Wells
A.C.E. 1,4; Elections Committee 2; New-
man Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3.4.
Carol Bacon Judith Baroa
58 Meriam Street Wakefield 320' Bonney Street New Bedford
Elementary Elementary
/ had rather have a fool make me merry, What sweet delight a quiet life affords,
than experience make me sad. —Drummond
—Shakespeare ACE 234 . Kappa De |ta Pi 3/4; New .
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4. ' man Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Dorothy H. Barylski
1 62 Apponegansett Street New Bedford
Elementary
Music, once admitted to the soul, becomes
a sort of spirit, and never dies. —Bulwer
A.C.E. 3,4; Dramatic Club 1, Glee Club 2;
Newman Club 1,2,3, Senior Representative
4; Organ Club President 3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,
4.
Florence Bell
1694 Stafford Road Fall River
Elementary
Study to be what you wish to seem.
—Socrates
A.C.E. 1,4; Christian Fellowship 3, treasur-
er 4; Organ Club secretary 2; S.C.A. Elec-
tions Committee 2; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Barbara A. Belsito
47 Alden Street Plymouth
• Elementary
It is by vivacity and wit that man shines
in company. —Chesterfield
Newman Club 3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Elaine Mildred Bisemore
1 69 West Center Street West Bridgewater
Elementary
Sense shines with a double luster when it
is set in humility. —Penn





Those who bring sunshine to the lives of
others cannot keep it from themselves.
—Barrie
A.C.E. 1; Woodward Houseboard 3; Dorm-
itory Council 3; Campus Comment 3,4;
Glee Club 2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; First
Vice President 4.
£i!ccn Patricia Barges
New Bedford 151 Pratt Avenue Sumerset
Elementary
Man is distinguished from all other crea-
tures fay faculty of laughter. —Addison




47 Main Street South Grafton
Elementary
She loved the twilight that surrounds the.,
borderland of old romance. —Longfellow
A.C.E. 4; Dramatics Club 1; Le Cercle
Francois 4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; Tilling-
hast House Board 3; Dormitory Council 3;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Kathleen M. Boyle
88 Martland Avenue Brockton
Elementary
The busy bee has no time for sorrow.
-Blake
Newman Club 3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Judith Boynton
9 Elm Street Georgetown
Elementary
Good qualities are the substantial riches
of the mind; but it is good-breeding that
sets them off to advantage. —Locke
A.C.E. 1,2, Recording Secretary 3, Sec-
ond Vice-President 4; Christian Fellowship
1,2,3,4; Dormitory Council 3,4; Dormitory
House Board 4; New Woodward House
Board 3; W.R.A. 1,2, Assistant Recording
Secretary 3, Recording Secretary 4.
Bonnell C. Bubar
415 South Main Street Andover
Elementary
Captious, yet gracious, sweet and bitter
to. . . —Ovid
Alpha Assistant Treasurer 3, Treasurer 4;
A.C.E. 3,4; Christian Fellowship 3,4; W.R.A.
1 ,2,3, Corresponding Secretary 4; Photo-
graphy Chairman Mardi Gras 4.
ELEMENTARY
Judith Byrne
337 Main Street Bridgewater
Elementary
A face with gladness overspread!
Soft smiles, fay human kindness bred.
—Wordsworth
Day Student Council: Secretary 3; Glee
Club 2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Jean Cardoza
19 Roberts Street North Dartnouth
So, I have nothing? Ah, you're wrong. Why
I have all my dreams. —Snowden
Glee Club 2; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4; Representative 3.
CLASS OF 1 962
Mary Agnes Caron
35 George Street South Dartmouth
Elementary
Her cheeks werq so red and so white, dears,
And her hair was so charmingly curled.
—Kingsley
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. Representative 4; French Club 4.
Elaine Teresa Castellina
433 Loftus Street New Bedford
Elementary
He who has no opinion of his own, but de-
pends upon the opinion and taste of others,
is a slave.
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Woodward Houseboard 3;
Dormitory Council 3; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Marietta Charesr
6 Chavenson Street Fall River
Elementary
Heaven lent an angel's beauty to her face.
—Mickle
A.C.E. 2,3,4; Dormitory Council 3,4; Wood-
ward Houseboard 3;' New Dormitory House-
board 4; Newman Club 1,2,3; Recording
Secretary 4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Diane Lee Ciaramitaro
22 Haskell Street Gloucester
Elementary
O popular applause! What heart of man
is proof against thy sweet, seducing charms.
—Cowper
Alpha Art Editor 4; Drama Club 1,4, Pres-
ident 2,3; Glee Club 1; Librarian 2; New-
man Club 1,2,3,4; S.C.A. delegate 2,3,
Vice President 4; Visual Arts Club 3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Mary Lou Clancy
Route 6 North Eastham
Elementary
Honest good humor is the oil and wine
of a merry meeting. —Irving
A.C.E. 1,4; Dramatic Club 1,2,3,4; Glee
Club 1,2,4; Mixed Chorus 1,2; Newman




They build too low who build beneath the
skies. —Young
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,
4; Tillinghast Houseboard 2; Dormitory
Council 2; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; Division Rep-
resentative 3.
Ruth Ann Cody
86 West Spring Street Avon
Elementary
There is no courage but in innocence; no
constancy but in an honest cause.
—Southern
Junior Prom Committee 3; Newman Club
1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Beatrice Eileen Coleman
150 High Street Somerset
Elementary
Be wise; soar not too high to fall, but stoop
to rise. —Massinger




142 Taylor Avenue Dedham
Kindergarten—Primary






27 Edison Street Qunicy
Elementary
Humor is the electric atmosphere;
wit is the flash. —Haweis
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Newman Club 3,4.
ELEMENTARY
John Corcoran
51 Samoset Street Plymouth
Elementary
For where there are Irish, there's loving
and fighting. —Anon.
Audio-Visual Club 2,3,4; Alpha Upsilon 2,
3,4; Football 3; Soccer 1,2; M.A.A. 1,2,3,
4.
Linda Martioli Corcoran
51 Samoset Street Plymouth
Elementary
The laughter of a girl is, and ever was,
among the delightful sounds of earth.
—DeQuincy
Cheerleader 2,3; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; Representative 2; Drama
Club 2.
Anne Marie Coyle
698 Walnut Street Fall River
Elementary
/ would rather sit on a pumpkin and have
it all to myself than to be crowded on a
velvet cushion. —Thoreau
A.C.E. 3,4; Glee Club 1; Mixed Chorus 1;
Newman Club 1,3,4, Assistant Treasurer 2;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Diana Catherine Crooks
425 Lake Street Bellingham
Elementary
The art of pleasing consists in being pleas-
ed. To be amiable is to be satisfied with
one's self and others. —Hazlitt
A.C.E. 1,2, Vice President 3, President 4;




38 Riverside Place Walpole
Elementary
Every duty which we omit obscures some
truth which we should have known.
—Ruskin
A.C.E. 1,2,4; Library Committee 1; New-
man Club 1,2,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Shelia M. Deltano
324 Park Street Stoughton
Kindergarten—-Primary
Hail! Social Life! into thy pleasing bounds
I come to pay the common stock, my share
of service, and, in glad return, to taste
thy comforts, thy protected joys.
—Thomson
A.C.E. 1,4; Drama Club 1; Newman Club
1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,4, Division Represent-
ative 3.
CLASS OF 1 962
Jo-Anne Donnelly
91 Clark Street Brockton
Elementary
What is not fully understood it not pos-
sessed. —Goethe
Kappa Delta Pi 3,4; Newman Club 2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Ann Doucette
3 1 9 Pond Street South Weymouth
Elementary
Grace is to the body what good sense is
to the mind. —Rochefoucauld
Kappa Delta Pi 3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Janet' Drummey
27 Davis Street North Andover
Elementary
To be happy, the passions must be cheerful
and gay, not gloomy and melancholy. A
propensity to hope and joy is real riches.
—Hume
.Alpha Copy Editor 4; A.C.E. 3,4; Dormitory
Council 4; New Dormitory Houseboard 4;






The ideal of courtesy, wit grace and charm.
—Cicero
Art Club 3,4; A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Campus
Comment 3,4; Dormitory Council Treasur-
er 4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,
3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE




Fashion must be forever new, or she be-
comes insipid. —Lowell
A.C.E. 3,4; Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4;
Glee Club 1,2,3,4; Orchestra 4; Organ
Club 4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Claire Marie Farley
1 3 Lenox Road
Elementary
Peabody
If you thoroughly know anything, teach
it to others. —Edwards
A.C.E. 3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4.
Paula Bunipus Farnham
61 Union Street Bridgewater
Elementary
A little work, a little sleep, a little love
and it is all over. —Kinehart




The greatest pleasure I know is to do a
good action by stealth and to have it found
out by accident. —Lamb




21 Patricia Lane South Weymouth
Elementary
She's the ornament of her sex . . .
—Dickens
A.C.E. 4; Woodward Houseboard 3; Dorm-
itory Council 3; Glee Club 2,3,4; Christian
Fellowship 1,2,3; Mixed Chorus 2,3,4;
W.R.A. 2,3,4, Division Representative 1;
Mardi Gras Decorations Chairman 4.
Bettina Katherine Fredrick
79 Arlington Street Newton
Elementary
Music washes away from the soul the dust
of everyday life. —Auerbach
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Aquabrytes 1,2; Art Club
3,4; Campus Comment 3; Tillinghast House-
board 3; Dormitory Council 3; Glee Club
1,2,3, President 4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, Vice
President 4; Mixed Chorus 1,2,4; Librarian




24 Ash Street Fall River
Elementary
Order means light and peace, inward lib-
erty, and free command over one's self;
order is power. —Amiel
A.C.E. 1,4; Assembly Committee 1,2,3,4;
Dramatics Club 1,2; Woodward House-
board 3; New Dormitory Houseboard 4;
Dormitory Council 3,4; Newman Club 1,2,
3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Audrey Fuller
1 8 Seaver Street Wellesley
Elementary
/ feel within me a peace above all earthly
dignities, a still and quiet conscience.
—Shakespeare
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,
4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, Treasurer 4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4.
Clauderte Gagnon
Sawdy Pond Fall River
Elementary
The highest wisdom is continual cheerful-
ness; such a state like the region above the
moon, is always clear and serene.
—Montaigne
Newman Club 3,4; W.R.A. 2,3,4.
Margaret M. Gordon
98 Rodney Street New Bedford
Elementary
Soft hair, on which light drops a diadem.
—Massey
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Drama Club 1; Newman




170 Foster Street Fall River
Elementary
/ am constant as the nothern star, of whose
true-fixed and resting quality there is no
fellow in the firmament.
Newman Club 1,2,3; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Sandra Lee Holbrook
259 North Franklin Street Holbrook
Elementary
Laughter was given us that we might say
pleasant things to others. —Bovee
Alpha Layout Editor 4; Christian Fellow-
ship 4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
_




A good disposition is God's happiest gift.
—Bridges
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4;
Woodward Houseboard 3; Dormitory Coun-




The great and crowning of all good life's
final star, is Brotherhood. —Markham
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Sandra Lee Jennings
55 Cabot Road Danvers
Elementary
When a person is down in the world, an
ounce of help is better than a pound of
preaching. —Bulwer




Politeness has been well defined as bene-
volence in small things. —Macauley
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Glee Club 1; Mixed Chorus




CLASS OF 1 962
John William Jones
210 Island Street Marshfield
Elementary
The creed of the true saint is to make
the best of life, and make the most of it.
—Chopin
Division Representative 3,4; Glee Club 1,
2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; Orchestra 3,
vice president 4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Joan Keith
25 South Franklin Street Holbrook
Elementary
He overtakes at last who tries not.
—Bailey
A.C.E. 2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.
R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Carole Kelly
652 Union Street New Bedford
Elementary
The great High-road of human welfare lies
along the highway of steadfast well-doing,
and they who are the most 'persistent, and
work in the truest spirit, will invariably be
the most successful. —-Smiles
A.C.E. 3,4; Kappa Delta Pi 3,4; Le Cercle
Francois 3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2.3,4.
David John Kelly
43 Belcher Avenue Brockton
Elementary
Silence is one great art of conversation.
—Hazlitt




377 North Street Walpole
Elementary
Perfection consists not in doing extraordin-
ary things but in doing ordinary extraord-
inarily well. —Arnauld
A.C.E. 1, Cap and Gown Committee 3;
New Dormitory Vice-President 4; New Dorm-
itory Houseboard 4; Dorm Council 4; New-
man Club 1,4; Modern Dance 3,4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4; Mardi Gras Costume Chairman.
Marjorie D. King
340 Coggeshall Street Fall River
Elementary
A woman of sense and manners is the finest
and most delicate part of God's creation.
—Defoe




31 Glendale Road Sharon
Elementary
Like the bee, we should make our industry
our amusement. —Goldsmith
A.C.E. 3,4; Class Assistant Treasurer 3,4;
Menorah Club 1,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Beverly Ann Kinne
443 Walpole Street Canton
Elementary
The heart that is to be filled to the brim
with holy joy must be held still. —Bowes
A.C.E. 3,4; Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4;
Herodotus Club 3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Christine L. Kwarcinski Sandra June Lans
244 Montaup Street Fall River
Elementary
29 Hutchinson Road Walpole
Elementary
To be intelligible is to be -found out.
—Wilde
For they can conquer who believe they can.
—Dryden
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Cheerleader 2,3,4; Wood-
ward Houseboard Treasurer 3; Dormitory
Council 3; Newman Club 1,2, Assistant
Treasurer 3, Corresponding Secretary 4;
W.R.A. 1,3,4; Division Representative 2.
A.C.E. 1, Assistant Treasurer 2, Treasurer
3,4; Library Committee 3,4; Newman Club
1,2,3,4; Organ Club 3,4; W.R.A. 1,3,4;




1 1 9 Plain Street Taunton
Elementary
Give me women as soft and as delicate and
as velvet as my peaches. —Ouida
Newman Club 1,3; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
George A. LeClair
50 Rotre Dame Street Fall River
Elementary
The end of labor is to gain leisure. It is
a great saying. —Aristotle
Alpha Upsilon 1,3; Chaplain 2, Vice-Presi-
dent 4; Audio-Visual Club 2,3; Vice-Pres-
ident 4; Baseball 2; Basketball 1,2,3,4;
Football 3; Mixed Chorus 1,2,3,4; Men's
Glee Club 4; M.A.A. 1,2,3, Publicity Di-
rector 4; Newman Club 1,2; Orchestra 3;
Tennis 3,4; Track 1,3,4; Soccer 1,2; S.C.A.
Division Representative 1
.
CLASS OF 1 962
Joan Marie LeClair
85 Robeson Street New Bedford
Elementary
There is no substitute for thoroughhoing,
ardent, and sincere earnestness.
—Dickens
A.C.E. 4; Glee Club 3,4; Mixed Chorus 3,4;
Newman Club 2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Thomas S. Lee
468 Linden Street Fall River
Elementary
/ am suffocated and lost when I have not
the bright feeling of progression. —Fuller
Alpha Upsilon 1,2,3, Chaplain 4; Audio-
Visual Club 1,2,3, President 4; Day Stu-
dent Council 1,4, Treasurer '2, Vice-Presi-
dent 3; M.A.A. 2,3,4, Representative 1,
Newman Club 1,2,3,4.
Isabella Patricia Leland
49 Maple Avenue East Bridgewater
Elementary
The fellowship of a friendly mind is truest
kinship. —Publius Syrus
A.C.E. 2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Ann Therese Lemieux
60 ' Avon Street Taunton
Elementary
And violets, transformed to eyes
Enshrined a soul within their blue.
-Moore
Newman Club 1,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Carolyn Anne Lenaghan
1236 North High Street Fall River
Elementary
Solitude is sometimes best socjety, and
short retirement urges sweet return.
—Milton




110 Quincy Avenue East Braintree
Kindergarten—Primary
The youth of the soul is everlasting, and
eternity is youth. —Richter
Dramatics Club 1 ,2,3,4; Organ Club 4;
A.C.E. 4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A.
1,3,4; Division Representative 2; Kappa
Delta Pi 4.
Janet Lundy
87 Cambridge Street Fall River
Elementary
Let honesty be as the breath of thy soul.
—Franklin
A.C.E. 1, Campus Comment 3,4; Glee Club
2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,
3,4.
Agnes Mahony
1 82 Dean Street Norwood
Elementary
Friendship improves happiness, and abates
misery, by doubling our joy, and dividing
our grief. —Addison
A.C.E. 1,2,3, Assistant Treasurer 4; New-




46 Cushing Avenue Brockton
Elementary
He that knows the world will not be bash-
ful; he who knows himself will not be im-
pudent. —Simmons
Newman Club 3,4; W.R.A. 2,3,4.
Joan Mattsen
Boston Post Road Sudbury
Kindergarten—Primary
Beauty is part of the finished language by
which goodness speaks. —Eliot
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Christian Fellowship 1,2,
Corresponding Secretary 3; President 4;
Dramatics Club 3; Le Cercle Francias 1,2,
3,4; Organ Club 1,2; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; New




250 Harwich Street New Bedford
Elementary
The best portion of a good man's life—
his little, nameless, unremembered acts of
kindness. —Wordsworth
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Mary McGrath
79 Bernice Avenue Brockton
Elementary
Stillness of person and steadiness of fea-
tures are signal marks of good breeding.
—Holmes






2512 Pleasant Street Dighton
Elementary
Towering in the confidence of twenty-one.
—Boswell
A.C.E. 3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4.
George Medeiros
147 Stewart Street Fall River
Elementary
A scholar is the favorite of Heaven and
earth, the excellency of his country, the
happiest of men. —Emerson.







I'm proof against that word failure. I've
seen behind it. The only failure a man
ought to fear is failure in cleaving to the
purpose he sees to be best. — Eliot
Dramatics Club 1,2; Christian Fellowship
3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Anne Micheau
26 Palmer Street Brockton
Elementary
Civility costs nothing, and buys everything.
—Lady Montaigne
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
K"




True delicacy . . . exhibits itself most sig-
nificantly in the little things. —Howitt
French Club 4; Newman Club 2,3,4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4.
Judith Murphy
198 Everett Street Wollaston
Elementary
She was proud and pert as in pye.
—Chaucer
Dormitory Council 3, Vice-President 4;
Dramatics Club 1,2,4, Publicity Chairman
3; Modern Dance 1,2,4, Music Director 3;
Tillinghast Houseboard President 3; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4.
Janet Norcross
134 Hillcrest Avenue Brockton
Elementary
It is not enough to do the. right thing, it
must be done at the right time and place.
—Matthews
Christian Fellowship 3,4;W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Constance Ann O'Brien
122 Maple Avenue Bridgewater
Kindergarten—Primary
Discretion and good nature have been al-
ways looked upon as the distinguishing orn-
aments of female conversation.
—Freeholder
A.C.E. 2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; Or-
gan Club 4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Marie O'Brien
1 Meredith Way Weymouth
Kindergarten—Primary
In maiden meditation, fancy-free.
—Shakespeare
A.C.E. 4; Dramatics Club 1,2,3,4; New-
man Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Kathleen Mary O'Keefe
3 Lake Avenue Amesbury
Elementary
As land is improved by sowing it with var-
ious seeds, so is the mind by exercising it
with different studies. —Melmoth
A.C.E. 1,2,3, Corresponding Secretary 4;
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Sheila A. O'Keefe
3 Lake Avenue Amesbury
Elementary
Our grand business in life is not to see
what lies dimly at a distance, but to do
what lies clearly at hand. —Carlyle
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Carol Oliveira
520 County Street Seekonk
Elementary
The impromptu reply is precisely the touch-
stone of the man of wit. —Moliere
A.C.E. 3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A.
3,4; Division Representative 1,2.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
Patricia Poone
38 Paine Street Winthrop, Mass.
Elementary
Genuine benevolence is not stationary, but
peripatetic; it goes about doing good.
—Nevins
A.C.E. 3,4; Dorm Council 2; Tillinghast
Houseboard 2; Newman Club 1,2, Division
Representative 3,4; Senior Publicity Com-
mittee; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Joan Parker
1 027 Kenmore Street New Bedford
Elementary
The shaping of our own life is our own
work. It is a thing of shame, as we our-
selves make it. —Ware
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,







There is no genius in life like the genius
of energy and activity. —Mitchell
A.C.E. 4; Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4;
Dramatics Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
' Elaine Margaret Perry
2031 Smith Street Dighton
Elementary
Every production of genius must be the
production of enthusiasm. —Disraeli
Class Officer Secretary 1 ,2,3,4; Day Stu-
dent Council Representative 2,3, Assistant
Secretary 4; Glee Club 1,2,4; Junior Prom
Ticket Committee 3; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; Visual Arts 3,4.
Joanne Rothmyer
86 Maryland Street New Bedford
Elementary
Grace follows her unseen to order all
aright. —Tibullus
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Modern Dance 1,2,4; Di-
rector 3; Newman Club 1,2, Vice-President
3, President 4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Judith Salemi
151 East Spring Street Avon
Elementary
There is a mean in all things; even virtue
itself has stated limits; which not being
strictly observed, it ceases to be virtue.
—Horace






Taste depends upon those finer





Glee Club 2,4, secretary-treasurer 3; A.C.E.
3,4; Junior Prom Committee publicity 3;
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Mary Silva
80 Standish Avenue Plymouth
Elementary
Words, wit, play, sweet talk, and laughter.
— Petronius
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
CLASS OF 1 962
Barbara J. Slayton
15 Cottage Street Sharon
Elementary
Without consistency there is no moral
strength. —Owen
A.C.E. 3,4; Glee Club 2,3,4; Mixed Chorus
2; Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4.
Beverly S. Smith
31 Florence Street Taunton
Elementary
Talent knows what to do; tact knows when
and how to do it. —Matthews
A.C.E. 4; Christian Fellowship 3,4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4; Drama Club 3.
Roberta Smith
1 1 Stearns Road Maiden
Elementary
Every man's work shall be manifest.
— I Corinthians, 3, 13.
A.C.E. 1,2,4; Glee Club 1, Menorah Club
1, Secretary, 2,3,4; S.C.A. Delegate 2,
Secretary 3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Carol A. Soszek
1 5 Nemasket Street East Taunton
Elementary
A patient, humble temper gathers blessings
that are marred by the peevish, and over-
looked by the aspiring. —Chapin
A.C.E. 4; Drama Club 3; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4;
Kappa Delta Pi 4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Lana Rae Steele
21 Court Street Provincetown
Elementary
Her eyes as stars of Twilight fair
Like Twilight's too, her dusky hair.
—Wordsworth
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Carole Ann Taylor
12 Hartshorn Rd. Walpole
Elementary
Dost thou love life? Then do not squander
time, for that is the stuff life is made of.
—Franklin
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Library Committee 1, New-
man Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Conrad Thibeault
258 Tinkham Street New Bedford
Elementary
Without friendship, life is nothing.
—Cicero
Day Student Council delegate 4; M.A.A.
1,2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4.
Beverly Carol Tompson
1 Riverview Street Taunton
Elementary
There is always a hope in a man who ac-
tually and earnestly works. —Carlyle
A.C.E. 2,3,4; Le Cercle Francois 3,4; Li-
brary Committee 1,2,3,4; Newman Club





Loveliness needs not the aid of foreign orn-
aments, but is, when unadorned, adorned
the most. —Thomson
Herodotus 1; Aquabrytes 3,4; Glee Club
3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4.
Bernadine Veiga
Weaver Street West Wareham
Elementary
Refinement creates beauty everywhere.
—Hazlitt




1 9 Fairview Ave. Reading
Elementary
May not taste be compared to that ex-
quisite sense of the bee, which instantly
discovers and extracts the quintessence of
every flower, and disregards all the rest
of it? —Greville
A.C.E. 3,4; Glee Club 1,2,3,4; Dormitory
Council Secretary 4; S.C.A. delegate 4;
Chairman Handbook Committee 4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4.
Katherine A. Viveiros
2303 County Street Somerset
Elementary
Delightful task! to rear the tender thought
to teach the young idea how to shoot.
—Thomson





A blush is beautiful, but often inconvenient.
—Goldoni
Visual Arts Club 3,4; A.C.E. 2; Christian




Great effects come of industry and per-
servance. —Bacon





79 Forest Street New Bedford
Elementary
Her eyes resistless magic bear;
Angels, I see, and gods are dancing there.
—Lee
A.C.E. 1,2,4; Dormitory Council 4; New
Dormitory Secretary 4; New Dormitory
Houseboard 4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; Division Representative 4.
Ann Gorka Zajae
Mt. Prospect St. Bridgewater, Mass.
Elementary
A kind heart is a fountain of gladness,
making everything in its vicinity to freshen
and to smile. —Irving
A.C.E. 1,2,3,4; Campus Comment 3; New-
man Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
CLASS OF 1 962
Barbara Zeiba
.10 Pinehill St. East Taunton
Elementary
Active natures are rarely melancholy.
—Bovee
Newman Club 3; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Patricia Ann Zion
6 Savery's Lane Plymouth
Elementary
A judicious reticence is hard to learn, but
it is one of the great lessons of life.
—Chesterfield
A.C.E. 3,4; Herodotus Club 3; Newman
Club 2,3; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
k
Diane H. Zona,
79 Badger Circle Milton
Kindergarten—Primary
/ can promise to be candid, though I may
not be impartial. —Goethe
A.C.E. 3,4; Dormitory Council 3; Newman
Club 1,2,3,4; Organ Club 3,4; Tillinghast
Houseboard 3; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Stephen R. Almeida
72 Valentine Street New Bedford
History
Do you suppose that I would betray a
friend? No, sir! I would die a thousand
times first. -Davis
Alpha Sports Editor 4; Assembly Committee
1,2,3, Chairman 4; Baseball 3,4; Basket-
ball 1,2,3,4; Kappa Delta Phi 2,3,4; M.A.A.
1,2,3,4; Mixed Chorus 1,2,3; Newman Club
1,2,3,4; Men's Houseboard Secretary 3.
Thomas Altieri
History
There is nothing which has yet been con-
trived by men by which so much happiness
is provided as by a tavern or inn.
—Johnson
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Baseball 1; Intramurals
1,2,3,4.
Jeanne Ellen Amerino
25 Bellevue Avenue Winthrop
History
The hand that follows intellect can achieve.
—Michelangelo
Herodotus Club 1,4; Newman Club 4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Judith Anne Andrews
84 Maolis Avenue West Bridgewater
History
That life only is truly free which rules and
suffices for itself. —Bulwer
Art Club 4; Campus Comment 1; Elections
Committee 2; Herodotus Club 1,2,3,4; Le








Seriousness and merriment are near neigh-
bors. —Brown
Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4, Treasurer 3;
Dramatics Club 1,2,3,4; Herodotus Club
1,2,3,4; Junior Prom Committee 3; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4.
Joan Marie Cleary
120 Guild Road Brockton
History
Thoughts that breathe, and words that burn.
—Gray




283 Pleasant Street New Bedford
History
Would you that the Lord should find me
idle when he comes? —Colon
Junior Varsity Basketball Coach 2; Assist-
ant Track Coach 2,3,4; Assistant basket-
ball Coach 3,4; Trainer-Football Team 3;
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Robert H. Cross
52 Pitchers Way Hyannis
History
Even Bacchanalian madness has its charms.
Alpha Upsilon 2,3,4; Basketball 1,2,3,4;
Tennis 3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
James Mouse Cunningham
38 Lowell Street Braintree
History
The worth of a state in the long run is the
worth of the individuals composing it.
—Mill
Class President 1 ; Alpha Upsilon 2,3; At-
torney 4; Audio-Visual Club 1 ; Campus
Comment 4; Dramatics Club 1,2; Herodotus
Club 1,2,3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Newman
Club 1,2,3,4.
Kenneth W. Dawson




















32 Douglas Rd. Waltham
History
Simplicity of character is the natural re-
sult of profound thought. —Hazlitt
Aquabrytes 3,4; New Dormitory House
Board 4; Dormitory Council 4; Drama Club
1; Herodotus Club 4; Junior Prom Com-
mittee 3; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Warren Emerson
92 Center Street Fairhaven
History
Each mind hath its own method. A true
man never acquires after college rules.
—Emerson
Campus Comment 4; Christian Fellowship
4; Debating Team 4; Herodotus Club 3,4;
Le Cercle Francois 4; Mixed Chorus 3,4;
M.A.A. 3,4.
CLASS OF 1 962
David Fee
Peter Arnold Engsrrom History
546 North Centraljjtreet. East Bridgewater He /g Qnfy hfjght thgt shine$ by Wmseli _
—HerbertHistory
AH men are alike in their lower natures;
it is in their higher characters that they
differ. —Bovee
Kappa Delta Phi 3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4;
Mixed Chorus 1,2.
Alpha Upsilon 3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Track
1,2; Soccer 1,2; Football 3,4; Baseball
1,2,3,4; Day Student Council 2; Drama-
tic Club 1,2,3,4; Herodotus Club 1,2,3,4;
Newman Club 1,2,3,4.
Sheila Louise Fenron Lois Ann Garda
155 Winthrop Street Brockton 114 Linden Street Taunton
History History
It is good to be witty and wise. —Fuller There's no wisdom like frankness.
—Disraeli
Herodotus Club 3,4; Newman Club
W.R.A. 1,2,3, Delegate 4. Herodotus Club 2,4; Modern Dance Pub-
licity 3,4; Newman Club 1; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Gerald E. Gorman
108 Belair Street Brockton
History
/ am a great friend to public amusements
for they keep people from vice. —Johnson
Alpha Upsilon 2,3, Vice-President 4; Audio-
Visual Club 4; Campus Comment 3; New-
man Club 1,2,3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3, Presi-
dent 4; Tennis 3,4; Track 1,2,3,4.
William G. Grable
104 Pleasant Street Bridegwater
History
A man a' letters and manners too.
—Cowper
Basketball 2,3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Franklin Anthony Gray
554 Durfee Street Fall River
History
Put not your trust in money, but put your
money in trust. —Holmes
Christian Fellowship 2,3,4; Herodotus Club
2,3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Mixed Chorus 2,3,4.
Phyllis Ann Herries
Boot Pond Road Plymouth
History
To climb a steep hill requires a slow pace
at first. —Shakespeare
Dramatics Club 1,2,3,4; Herodotus Club




173 David Street New Bedford
History
If honesty did not exist, we ought to in-
vent it as the best means of getting rich.
—Mirabeau
Alpha Upsilon 2,3, Chaplain 4; Public
Relations 2,3, Chairman, 4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,
4.
Martha S. Kaszynski
397 Oliver Street New Bedford
History
Do not deny stout-heartedness within be-
cause we see lightsomeness without.
—Hunt
W.R.A. 3,4; Herodotus Club 3,4.
HISTORY
Cynthia Agnes King
3427 Acushnet Ave. New Bedford
History
It seems to me it is only noble to be good.
—Tennyson
Tillinghast Houseboard 3; Dormitory Coun-
cil 3; Herodotus Club 1,2, Secretary 3,
Vice-President 4; Le Cercle Francois 2,3,4;
Newman Club 3; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Paul Anthony Leary
59 Beaumont Street Canton
History
Good fortune brings success, but it is en-
deavor that deserves praise. —Varro
Alpha Upsilon 2,3, Secretary 4; Chapbook
3,4; Day Student Council Assistant Treas-
urer 3, President 4; Herodotus Club 1,2,3,
4; Junior Prom Committee 3; Newman
Club 1,2,3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Harold James Leigh
661 Maple Street Fall River
History
A little rebellion now and then is a good
thing. —Jefferson
Campus Comment 3,4; Day Student Coun-
cil Assistant Secretary 2; Herodotus Club
2,3,4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, Historian-Record-
er 4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Newman Club 2;
Public Relations 2,3,4.
Anne Marie Leonard
95 Common Street Braintree
History
A youth to whom was given so much of
earth, so much of heaven. —Wordsworth
Alpha Assistant Editor 3, Editor-in-chief 4;
S.C.A. Delegate 3; Dramatics Club 2,3,4;
Herodotus Club 2,3,4; Kappa Delta Pi
3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
HISTORY
Michael Philip Lombardo
12 Shealey Ave. Brockton
History
In order to do great things, one must be
enthusiastic. —Rouvroy
Day Student Council Delegate 2,3; Hero-
dotus Club 1,2,3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; New-
man Club 1,2,3,4.
Judith Marie Looney
80 Winthrop Street Brockton
History
You are tried alone; alone you pass into
the desert; alone you are sifted by the
world. —Robertson
Herodotus Club 3,4; Newman Club 4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
CLASS OF 1 962
Edward H. Madden
13 Hutchinson Street Revere
History
Pleasure is labour too, and tires just as
much. —Cowper




Wit and humor belong to genius alone.
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4,5. (Sic)
-Cervantes
Margaret L. McGuire John F. Minihan
8 South Main Street Raynham Center 49 Parker Street North Andover
History History
/ know no such thing as genius; it is noth- This young man will cause us all to be far-
ing but labor and diligence. —Hogarth gotten. —Hasse
Herodotus Club 3,4/ Kappa Delta Pi 3,4; Basketball 1,2,3; Herodotus Club 4; Kap-
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4. pa Delta Phi 2,3,4; Class President 3;
M.A.A. 1,2,4, Treasurer 3; Newman Club
1,4, Treasurer 2,3; S.C.A. Delegate 2,3,
President 4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Adrianne Mary Oliver
195 Olney Street Seekonk
History
Those move easiest, who have learned to
dance. —Pope
Newman Club 1; Division Representative 1;
Modern Dance Club 2,3,4; Junior Prom
Committee 3; Senior Prom Committee 4;
Alpha Literary Staff 4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4;












Alpha Upsilon 2,3, President 4; Day Stu-
dent Council Delegate 4; Herodotus Club
1,2,3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Menorah Club 4.
Joseph J. Powers
32 Silver Rd. Brockton
History
A man that seeks truth and loves it must
be reckoned precious to any human society.
—Frederick the Great
Golf 2; Herodotus Club 3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,
3,4.
Frederick James Quinn
Waveney Street Framingham Centre
History
A gentleman makes no noise. —Emerson
Alpha Upsilon 3,4; Basketball 2,3,4; Her-




27 Welsford Street Brockton
History
There are few occasions when ceremony
may not be easily dispensed with, but kind-
ness, never. —Ballou
Alpha Upsilon 2,4, Treasurer 3; Campus
Comment 2,3; Class Treasurer 3,4; Day
Student Council Representative 1, Assist-
ant Treasurer 2, Treasurer 3; Herodotus
Club 1,2,3,4; Men's Club 1,2; M.A.A.
1,2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4.
Francis D. Ryan
626 Main Street South Weymouth
History
Friendship is the gift of the Gods, and the
most precious boon to man.
—Earle of Beaconsfield
Alpha Upsilon 2,3,4; Herodotus Club 4;
Newman Club 4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
HISTORY
Treffon Austin Soucy, Jr.
208 Eugenia Street New Bedford
History
But how many ships do you reckon my
presence to be worth?
—Antigonus Gonatas
Herodotus Club 2, Treasurer 3, President
4; Le Cercle Francais 2,4, Treasurer 3;
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Francis Robert Sousa
45 Plain Street Rehoboth
History
Him and no other one will I receive and
trust. —Hyder Ali
Glee Club 4; Kappa Delta Phi 2,3, Chap-
lain 4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Herodotus Club
2,3,4; Mixed Chorus 4; Men's Dormitory
Houseboard Treasurer 4; Newman Club
1,2,3,4.
George Kristopher Sullivan
207 Center Street • Randolph
History
A good heart is better than all the heads
in the world. —Lytton
Campus Comment 4; Dramatics Club 1,4;
Glee Club 4; Herodotus Club 1,4; Le Cercle
Francois 4; Newman Club 2,4; M.A.A. 1,
2,3,4; Alpha Literary Staff 4.
Norma Ann Sullivan
35 Vaughn Court Stoughton
History
Our dignity is not in what we do, but what
we understand. —Santayana
Elections Committee 2; Herodotus Club
3,4; Newman Club 2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
HISTORY
Robert Sullivan
15 Dover Street Brockton
History
/ saw excellency within my reach—it was
brevity, and I determined to obtain it.
—Jay
Alpha Upsilon 2,3,4; Herodotus Club 3,4;
Newman Club 4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Tennis
4.
Donald Vincent
171 West Main Street Dudley
History
This man will go far', for he believes every
word he says. —Mirabeau
Baseball 1, Manager 3,4; Intramural Ath-
letic Director 3; Track 1; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4;
Christian Fellowship 2nd Vice-President 2;
Class President 2; Herodotus Club 2,4; Kap-
pa Delta Phi 2,3,4.




Taste depends upon those finer emotions
which make the organization of the soul.
—Reynolds
Christian Fellowship 4; Herodotus Club 2,
3,4; VV.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Katherine C. Barrett
55 Cushing Rd. Cohasset
English
Gentle in method, resolute in action.
—From the Latin
Campus Comment 2,3,4; Newman Club 1,
2,3,4; S.C.A. Assistant Treasurer 3, Treas-
urer 4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Jacqueline Bouchard
32 White Street Taunton
English
A great devotee of the gospel of Getting
On. —Shaw
Alpha Literary Edito; 4; Campus Comment
3,4; Chapbook 3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;




Independence, like honor, is a rocky island
without a beach. —Napoleon
Alpha Upsilon 2,3,4; Campus Comment 2,
Feature Editor 3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Alpha
Literary Staff 4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Rachael W. Cahoon
Shaggy Pines Road West Harwich
English
Good sense, disciplined by experience and
inspired by goodness, issues in practical
wisdom.
Alpha Photography Editor 4; Campus Com-
ment 2,3,4; Christian Fellowship 1,4;
Woodward House Board 3; New Dormitory
House Board 4; Dormitory Council 3,4;
Organ Club Secretary-Treasurer 3; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4; Kappa Delta Pi 4.
Louise M. Chouinard
154 Cottage Street Fall River
French
We meet thee, like a pleasant thought,
when such are wanted. —Wordsworth
Assembly Committee 2,3,4; Class Vice-
Pres. 1,2,3; Drama Club 1,2; Junior Prom
General Chairman; Le Cercle Francois 1,2,
4, Secretary 3; Woodward House Board
Vice-Pres. 3; Dormitory Council 3; New-











Campus Comment 3,4; Chapbook Editor-
in-chief 3,4; Kappa Delta Pi 3, President
4; Library Committee 3; Newman Club
1,2,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; Alpha Literary
Staff 4.
Roland DeMars
1 Highland Street Amesbury
French
Excitement in the higher realm of thought
and feeling does not wear out or waste
men. —Beecher
Le Cercle Francois 2,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4;
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; Tennis 1,2,3,4;





Lord of myself, accountable to none.
—Oldham
Campus Comment 2,3,4; Chapbook Layout
Editor 3,4; Tillinghast House Board 3;
Dormitory Council 3; Drama Club 2,3,4;







Men, like bullets, go farthest when they
are smoothest. —Richter
Basketball 1; Baseball 2; Alpha Upsilon
2,3,4; Drama Club 1; Men's Club 1;
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; S.C.A. Division Represen-
tative; Alpha Literary Staff 4.
LANGUAGE
Alfred Foisy
249 Central Ave. New Bedford
French
Be wisely wordily, but not wordly wise.
—Quarles
Le Cercle Francois 1,2,3,4; Mixed Chorus
1; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3;
S.C.A. Delegate 1; Mardi Gras Ticket
Chairman 4.
Marilyn E. Griffiths
37 Lapham Street Fall River
English
There are a few things that never go out
of style, and a feminine woman is one of
them. —Ralston
Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4; Drama Club
1,2,4, Vice-Pres. 3; Glee Club 1; Mixed
Chorus 1; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Catherine Marie Howard
154 Shawmut Street Fall River
English
The mildest manners, and the gentlest
heart. —Pope
Campus Comment 1,2,3; French Club 4;
Elections Committee 2; Newman Club 1,
2,3,4; Organ Club 3; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4;
Alpha Photography Staff 4.
Linda Hutchings
56 Bestick Rd. Braintree
English
The smallest hair throws its shadow.
—Goethe
Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4; Elections Com-
mittee 2; French Club 4; Glee Club 3,4;
Mixed Chorus 3,4; Organ Club 3; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4; Mardi Gras Publicity Co-Chairman
4; Alpha Literary Staff 4.
LANGUAGE
Ausrele Maria Kasper
35 Beacon Park Brockton
English




28 Oliver Street West Bridgewater
English
The power of thought—the magic of the
mind!
Kappa Delta Pi 3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
CLASS OF 1 962
Robert E. Marum
147 Hudson Street Fall River
English
That conduct sometimes seems ridiculous,
in the eyes of the world, the secret reasons
for which, may, in reality, be wise and
solid. —Rochefoucauld
Basketball 2,3,4; Track 1,2,3,4; M.A.A.
1,2,3,4.
Paula M. McNamara
16 White Place Brookline
English
You know I say just what I think, and noth-
ing more or less.—/ cannot say one thing
and mean another. —Longfellow
Alpha Assistant Secretary 3, Secretary 4;
New Dormitory House Board 4; Dormitory
Council 4; Campus Comment 2,3,4; New-
man Club 1,2,3,4; Organ Club 3; W.R.A.
2,3,4, Division Representative 1
.
Louise E. Mulligan
1 1 86 Pleasant Street East Weymouth
English
Paradise is open to all kind hearts.
—Beranger
Kappa Delta Pi 3; Secretary 4; Newman
Club 3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Ann Packard
41 Plymouth Street North Middleboro
English
Patience does not mean indifference. We
may work and trust and wait, but we ought
not to be idle or careless while waiting.
—Hamilton
Day Student Council 2; Newman Club 1,2;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Blanche E. Polk
9 Smith Street Norton
English
Our affections are our life We live
by them; they supply our warmth.
—Channing
Chapbook 3,4; Campus Comment 4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4; Alpha Literary Staff 4.
Carole Frances Poole
62 Alden Rd. Dedham
English
It is better to be nobly remembered than
nobly born. —Ruskin
Campus Comment 4; Christian Fellowship
1; Glee Club 4; Mixed Chorus 4; Newman
Club 3,4; W.R.A. 1, Division Representa-
tive 2,3,4.
Evelyn Fine Shapiro
76 Plymouth Street New Bedford
English
'Tis death to me to be at enmity; I hate it
and desire all good men's love.
—Shakespeare
Le Cercle Francois 1,2; Menorah Club 1, 2,
3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Judith Sheldon
160 Plymouth Street Holbrook
English
Gentleness is able to accomplish what vio-
lence cannot. —Claudian




350 Plymouth Street Bridgewater
English
She picked something valuable out of
everything she read. —Pliny






Avoid all singularity and affectation .
What is according to nature is best . . .
Nothing is graceful that is not our own.
—Collier
Campus Comment 3,4; Chapbook 3,4;
Herodotus Club 2; Modern Dance 3,4; New-





The good which bloodshed could not gain
your peaceful zeal will. —Whittier
Le Cercle Francois 1,2,3; Treasurer 4;
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Ronald H. St. Gelais
23 Query Street New Bedford.
English
Fields are won by those who believe in the
winning. —Higginson
Drama Club 3; Elections Committee 1,
Chairman 2; Library Committee 2, Chair-
man 3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Mary Dianne Turcotre
201 Field Street Fall River
English
Such a war of white and red within her
cheeks. —Shakespeare
Newman Club 3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Donald E. Wrightington
52 Bedford Street Abington
English
You give but little when you give of your
possessions. It is when you give of your-
self that you truly give. —Gibran
Alpha Upsilon 1,2,4, Vice-Pres. 3; Campus
Comment 1, Sports Editor 2,3,4; Class
President 4; Football Manager 3,4; M.A.A.




1 6 Strathmore Road Medford
Physical Education
There is nothing like fun, is there?
.
. .
God has made sunny spots in the heart;
why should we exclude the light from them?
—Haliburton
Aquabrytes Associate Member 1 ,3,4; Kappa
Delta Pi 4; . Newman Club 1,4; P.E.M.
Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4, Vice Pres.
Pro-Tern 4.
Cynthia Ann Beaudoin
34 Branscomb St. New Bedford
Physical Education
The true and strong and sound mind is the
mind that can embrace equally great things
and small. —Samuel Johnson
Aquabrytes 1,2,3; Campus Comment 1,
News Editor 2; Executive Editor 3,4; Wood-
ward House Board 3; Dormitory Council 3;
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; PEM Club 1,2,3,4;
S.C.A. Delegate 4; W.R.A.. 1,3,4, Activity
Director 2.
CLASS OF 1 962
Carlene Broadbent
155 Chase Road North Dartmouth
Physical Education
If to her share some female errors fall,
Look on her face, and you'll forget 'em all.
—Pope
Cheerleader 2,3, Captain 4; Modern Dance
Club 3, Treasurer 4; Newman Club 1,2,4;
P.E.M. Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Deborah Brooks
1127 Main St. North Hanover
Physical Education
Possess your soul with patience.
—Dryden
PEM Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; Kappa
Delta Pi 4.
Kathleen R. Carroll
8 Hillside Avenue Warren
Physical Education
Wherever there is a human being there is
a chance for kindness. —Seneca
Wood House Board 3; New Dormitory
House Board Pres. ' 4; Dorm Council 3,4;
Aquabrytes 2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
PEM Club 4, Freshman Representative 1,
Publicity Chairman 2, Secretary 3; W.R.A.
1, Assistant Treasurer 2, Activity Director
3, Second Vice Pres. 4.
Gail Davis
1474 Broadway South Hanover
Physical Education
Never live in hope or expectation, while
your arms are folded. —Simmons
PEM Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE




Curiosity is the thirst of the soul.
Brockton
-Johnson
Chapbook Layout Editor 3,4; Modern Dance
Club 3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; Organ
Club 4, PEM Club 1,2,3,4; Junior Prom
Committee 3; WRA 1,2,3,4.
Mary Dowling
40 Sargent Rd. Winchester'
Physical Education
Harmless mirth is the best cordial against
the consumption of the spirit; wherefore
jesting is not unlawful if it trespasseth not
in quantity, quality, or season. —Fuller
PEM Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Ann M. Dulligan
15 Robbins Rd. Watertown
Physical Education
/ am persuaded that every time a man
smiles—but much more so when he laughs
—it adds something to this fragment of
life. —Sterne
Aquabrytes 1,2, Treasurer 3,4; New Dormi-
tory Treasurer 4; Dormitory Council 4;
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; PEM Club 1,2,3,4;






They who have light in themselves will not
revolve as satellites. —Anon
Aquabrytes 2,3, Aquacade Chairman 4;




307 Union Street Holbrook
Physical Education
Peace is rarely denied to the peaceful.
—Schiller
PEM Club 1,2,3,4, Track and Field Activi-
ty Director 4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Joan Johnson
4 Day St. Norwood
Physical Education
The world is a perpetual caricature of it-
self; at every moment it is the mockery
and the contradiction of what it is pretend-
ing to be. —Santayana
PEM Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Pauline C. LeCroix
188 Holtshire Rd. Orange
Physical Education
// you wish success in life, make persever-
ance your bosom friend, experience your
wise counsellor, caution your elder brother,
and hope your guardian genius.
—Addison
Woodward House Board Class Rep. 2,
President 3; Dormitory Council 2,3, Presi-
dent 4; Newman Club 1,2,4; PEM Club
1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 4, Division Rep. 1, Activi-
ty Director 2, Assistant Treasurer 2, Treas-
urer 3.
Marie Anne Leger
25 Lowell Street Waltham
Physical Education
Laughter is day, and sobriety is night; a
smile is twilight that hovers gently between
both, more bewitching than either.
—Beecher
Aquabrytes 1,2, Aquacade Chairman 3,
President 4; Junior Prom Committee; New-
man Club 1,2,3,4; PEM Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1, Division Representative 2, As-
sistant Treasurer 3, Treasurer 4, New




How much lies in laughter: the cipher key,
wherewith we decipher the whole man.
— Carlyle
Christian Fellowship 2,3,4; Glee Club 2,3,4;
Mixed Chorus 3,4; PEM Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; New Dorm House Board 4,
Dormitory Council 4.
Brenda G. Mann
17 Kirkwood Rd. Brighton
Physical Education
She had a head to contrive, a tongue to
persuade, and a hand to execute any mis-
chief. —Hyde
Aquabrytes 3,4; Bridgewater Bear Mascot
2,3,4; Menorah Club 1, Treasurer 2, Cor-
responding-recording Secretary 3, Vice
Pres. 4; PEM Club 1,2,3, Treasurer; 4
W.R.A. 1,2,4, Activity Director 3.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Lois Marchant
153 Myrtle St. Ashland
Physical Education
All growth depends upon activity. There
is no development physically or intellect-
ually without effort, and effort means
work. —Coolidge
Alpha Sports Editor 4; Campus Comment
2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; PEM Club
1,2,3,4; New Dormitory House Board 3;
Dormitory Council 3, W.R.A. 1,2,3, Activi-
ty Director,' President 4.
Jean Margaret Meikle
212 Old Washington St. Hanover
Physical Education
The meek are not those who are never at
all angry, for such are insensible; but those
who, feeling anger, control it, and are
angry only when they ought to be.
—Theophylact
Modern Dance Club 1; PEM Club 1,2,3,4;
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
CLASS OF 1 962
Ann M. Riou
Box 56 Mill River
Physical Education
Sincerity and truth are the basis oi every
virtue. —Confucius
Kappa Delta Pi 3,4; PEM Club 1,2, Vice
Pres. 3, President 4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4;
Woodward House Board Secretary 3; Dorm-
itory Council 3.
Suzanne Rivard
2667 Riverside Avenue Somerset
Physical Education
What can the Creator see with greater
pleasure than a happy creature?
—Lessing
Aquabrytes 2,3,4; Christian Fellowship
1,2,3,4; Woodward House Board 3; Dorm-
itory Council 3; Glee Club 1,4, Librarian
2, Vice President 3; Mixed Chorus 2;
W.R.A. 1,2,4, Second Vice President 3;
PEM Club 1,2,3,4.
Sheila Tunstall
29 Laurel Street Fairhaven
Physical Education
Man is the merriest species of the crea-
tion: all above and below him are serious.
—Addison
Aquabrytes 2,3,4; , Christian Fellowship
1,2,3,4; PEM Club 1,2,3,4; Woodward
House Board 3; Dormitory Council 3;
W.R.A. 1,4, Activity Director 2, Recording
Secretary 3.
Patricia Thompson West
493 Concord St. Framingham
Physical Education
—And on her ample brow sat majesty.
—Milton
Aquabrytes 1,2,3, Corresponding Secretary
4; Campus Comment Assistant Sports Edi-
tor 3,4; Cheerleader 2; Christian Fellow-
ship 1 ; New Dormitory House Board 3;
Dormitory Council 3; Glee Club 1,2; PEM
Club 1,3,4, Vice President 2; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Irene Wilbur
20 Tremont St. Brockton
Physical Education
The crimson glow of modesty o'erspread
her cheek, and gave new luster to her
charms. —Franklin
PEM Club 1,2,3,4; WRA 1,2,3,4 Activity
Director.
Jeanne Lee Winik
52 Shirley Avenue Revere
Physical Education
Do you not know I am a woman? When I
think, I must speak. —Shakespeare
Menorah Club 1, Publicity Director 2,
President 3,4; Modern Dance 2,3, Assistant
Director 4; PEM Club 1,2,3, Program
Chairman 4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4—Activity Di-
rectory; Campus Comment 1,4.
Constance Bures Barrh
Math Science






—Seneca Loyalty is the holiest good in the human
heart. —Seneca
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; French Club 4; Co-Chair-




16 Bleakney Drive North Weymouth
Earth-Science
/ steer my bark with hope ahead and fear
astern. —Jefferson




The mind ought sometimes to be diverted





William E. Davis, Jr.
Acme Park, Route 2A Shirley
Math-Science
In order to improve the mind, we ought
less to learn than to contemplate.
—Descartes
Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4; Football 3,4;
Dramatics Club 3,4; Kappa Delta Phe
2,3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Men's Houseboard
3; Mixed Chorus 3,4; Soccer 1; Track 2;
Men's Glee Club 4.
Melinda DeCosrer
47 Brockton Ave. Abington
Biology
It is hard ior the ' face to conceal the
thoughts of the heart—the true character
of the soul.—The look without is an index
of what is within. —Shakespeare




Lo, thus / triumph like a king content with
that my mind doth bring. —Dyer
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4.
Robert A. Demers
2 Mill Lane Taunton
Math-Science
God said, "Let Newton be! and all was
light." —Alexander Pope




3 Seventh Avenue Haverhill
Earth Sciences
An acre of performance is worth the whole
world of promise. —Howell
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
David P. Harding
28 Jackson Street Brockton
Math-Science
He does it with a better grace, but I do it
more natural. —Shakespeare
Day Student Council 3; Glee Club 2; Intra-
mural Basketball 1; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
tfPSF?':'::':' '-
CLASS OF 1 962
John R. Hassard
26 Jennings Pond Road Natick
Earth Sciences
If there be any truer measure of a man
than what he does, it must be what he
gives.
Alpha Upsilon 2,3,4; Baseball 1,2,3, Co-
Captain 4; Basketball 2,3,4; M.A.A.
1,2,3,4; Men's Houseboard Vice-President
3, President 4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4;
S.C.A. Delegate 3,4; Intramural Basketball
1,2,3.
Katherine Jane Inglis
9 Woodworth Street Dorchester
Earth Sciences
It is not how much we have, but how much
we enjoy, that makes happiness.
—Spurgeon
Aquabrytes 2,3,4; Le Cercle Francois 2,
2nd Vice-President 3, Vice-President 4;
Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4;
Mardi Gras—General Chairman 4.
Bjorg Jensen Jeppson
81 Grove Street Bridgewater
Earth Sciences
Love, sweetness, goodness, in her power
shined so clear. —John Milton
Dramatics Club 1 ,4, Secretary-Treasurer
2,3; Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4; Le Cercle Francois 1,2,4.
Jay G. Kelley
1 1 9 Howard Avenue New Bedford
Earth Sciences
Let them call it mischief; when it is past
and prospered, it will be virtue. —Jonson
Alpha Upsilon 1,2,3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
CLASS OF 1 962
Jay N. Kelley
383 June Street Fall River
Earth Sciences
"When I said I would die a bachelor, I did







/ am the captain of my soul
. . . yet I
think I had
'
more fun when I was a cabin
boy. —William Prescott
Christian Fellowship 1,2,3,4; Track 2; Foot-
ball 3, Co-Captain 4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Kap-









Fall River 1597 Robeson Street Fall River
Math-Science
Learning teacheth more in one year than
experience in twenty. —Roger Oscham
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Dramatics Club 3; Glee Club 2,3; M.A.A.




120 Oak Street Taunton
Earth Sciences
/ fear no foe, I fawn no friend, I loath
not life, nor dread my end. —Dyer
Christian Fellowship 1,2,4; Junior Prom
Committee; Kappa Delta Phi 2,3, Corres-
ponding Secretary 4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Or-
chestra 3,4.
Janet Levesque
405 Central Avenue Seekonk
Biology
A good jest in time of misfortune, is food
and drink. It is strength to the arm, di-
gestion to the stomach, and courage to the
heart. —Ware
Biology Club 3,4; Le Cercle Francois 2, Re-
porter 3, President 4; New Dorm House-
board, 3; Dormitory Council 3; Newman
Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
SCIENCE
John Lima
206 Irvington Street New Bedford
Earth Sciences
My way of joking is to tell the truth. It's
the funniest joke in the world. —Shaw






Nothing is too high for the daring of mor-
tals; we storm heaven itself in our folly. '
—Horace
Alpha Upsilon 2,3,4; Dramatics Club 2,3,4;
Debating Team 4; Class Vice-President 4;
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Mixed Chorus 4; Newman
Club 3,4; Orchestra 3,4, Vocalist; Track
2,3,4.
Thomas F. McCarthy
122 Eustis Street Roxbury
Earth Sciences
Before we set our hearts too much upon
anything, let us examine how happy they
are who already possess it.
—Rochefoucauld
Alpha Upsilon 2,3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; New-
man Club 1,2,3,4.
Diane Micalchuck
102 Hamilton Avenue Lynn
Biology
We are growing serious, and let me tell
you, that's the very next step to being
dull. —Addison
Biology Club 3,4; Glee Club 1,2; Le Cercle
Francois 4; Mixed Chorus 1,2; Newman
Club 3; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; Alpha Literary
Staff 4; Mardi Gras Hospitality Chairman 4.
SCIENCE
Richard P. Michalewich
531 King Philip Street Fall River
Earth Sciences
One who is contented with what he has
done will never become famous for what he
will do. —Bovee
Alpha Upsilon 3,4; Herodotus Club 1; New-
man Club 3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Judith Moniz
302 Hope Street Fall River
Earth Sciences
Softly speak and sweetly smile. —Addison
Newman Club 3,4; W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
CLASS OF 1 962
Carl R. Nash
352 Front Street Weymouth
Math-Science
From the crown of his head to the sole of
his foot, he is all mirth. —Shakespeare
Alpha Upsilon 2,3, Treasurer 4; Christian
Fellowship 4; Dramatics Club 3; Mixed
Chorus 2,3, President 4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4;
Men's Glee Club 4.
James J. Nasuti
40 Charles Street Hyde Park
Earth Sciences
Breach not because you have to say some-
thing, but because you have something to
say, —Whately
Class Treasurer 2; Herodotus Club 2; Kap-
pa Delta Phi 2; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Newman
Club 1,2,3,4.
Joseph P. Noble
72 Turner Street Scituate
Earth Sciences
Let Friendship creep gently to a height; if
it rush to it, it may soon run itself out of
breath. —Fuller
Alpha Upsilon 3,4; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Bowling
Captain 4
James R. Perron
54 Leonard Street Bridgewater
Earth-Sciences
Take life too seriously, and what is it
worth? —Geothe
Alpha Upsilon 1,2,4, President 3; Junior
Prom Committee 3; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Class
Marshal 4.
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE




Intellect—the starlight of the brain.
—Willis
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4; Biology Club 1,2,3,4; Kap-
pa Delta Pi 3,4.
Paul Poulos
24 Oakland Ave. Brockton
Earth Sciences
No one is a slave whose will is free.
—Tyrius Maximus
Alpha Upsilon 4; Orchestra President 3,4;
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Harold L. Pray
29 Phillips Street Weymouth
Earth Sciences
It is not what he has, or even what he does
which expressed the worth of a man, but
what he is. —Amiel
Alpha Upsilon 2,3, Alumni Secretary 4;
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
Jarerr Rose
32 Osborn Street New Bedford
Earth Sciences
Wit be my faculty and pleasure my occu-
pation. —Congreve
Kappa Delta Phi 2, Assistant Alumni Sec-
retary 3, Alumni Secretary 4; Newman




25 Vernon Street Plymouth
Earth Sciences
A man is a worker. If he is not that he
is nothing. —Conrad
Kappa Delta Phi 2,3, President 4; Christian
Fellowship 3; M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Newman
Club 1,2,3.
Natalie Salvo
140 Winter Street Fall River
Earth Sciences
Playful blushes, that seem but luminous




140 Winter Street Fall River
Earth Sciences
It is great, it is manly, to disdain disguise;
it is in their higher characters that they
differ. —Bovee
Track 2; Baseball 2; Football Co-Captain
3,4; Kappa Delta Phi 3, Treasurer 4;
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4.
William Siegfried
300 Ware Street Mansfield
Earth Sciences
There is nothing either good or bad, but




419 So. Franklin Street Holbrook
Biology
A superior man is modest in his speech
but exceeds in his actions.
—Talleyrand
M.A.A. 1,2,3,4; Orchestra 3,4.
Barbara-Ann M. Urbielonis
1 Marble Street Haverhill
Earth Sciences
To be artist and lover, that is the true goal.
—Bell
Modern Dance 1,2, Assistant Director 3, Di-
rector 4; Newman Club 1,2,3,4; W.R.A.
1,2,3,4; Newsletter Art Editor 2.
Virginia Janet Vanderwarker
300 West Britannia Street Taunton
Earth Sciences
Tell wit how much it wrangles in tickle
points of niceness; tell wisdom she en-
tangles herself in over-wiseness. —Raleigh
W.R.A. 1,2,3,4.
Judith E. Vohnoutka
47 Taber Street Fairhaven
Math Science
The wise carry their knowledge as they do
their watches, not for display, but for their
own use. —Browne




And seem to walk on wings and tread in
air.
—Pope
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The underclassmen are a viral part of the student body.
These men and women are preparing themselves for the
future, as we seniors stand ready to meet the challenging
unknown.
The lives of these students are a combination of in-
tellectual endeavors and a sought-after leisure. They hope
as we do that a blend of all that is Bridgewater will find
them in the spot which the class of 1962 now occupies.
'Mongst Cj
of discontented strife,
O, let me lead an academic life;
THE JUNIOR CLASS
The class of "63" 's junior year at B.S.C. has been
an eventful one. It was a period of preparation and
testing to determine whether we were worthy of be-
coming seniors. But not all was work. We danced to
the tunes of the school orchestra at the Bear's Ball.
We took a whirl at junior training and then ended
the year atop the Parker House, overlooking the
metropolis of Boston. Now as we take another step
up on the academic ladder our view is divided. We
look to our senior year at Bridgewater, but also to
the future and our teaching professions.
Standing, left to right: M. Sweeney,
Treasurer; J. McCoubrey, Secretary;
M. Ashenfelter, Vice President. Seat-
ed: E. Meany, President.
B1
SCIENCE
Left to Right: Row 1—P. Stanton; S. Bielk; D. Dunlovy; S. ' Mulcahy; S. Johnson; N. Kruetal;
C. Walbank; C. Beals. Row 2—D. Dunlavy; P. Abraham; R. Houde; J. Hall; C. White; J. Moran;
D. Mulligan; M. Konosky; W. Dugan. Row 3—T. Mumford; M. Servance; W. Wood; M. Wexler;
R. Watson; L Harmon; B. Wassel; P. Callahan; R. Hatch; E. Brolin.
B2
LANGUAGE
Left to right: Row 1—B. Pantano; J. Lemay; M. Doyle; K. Bamber; J. Frame; J, Knowlton; B. Gonsi-
orawski; J. McCoubrey; J. Leone; B. Johnson; J. Berube. Row 2—C. Judge; M. Sweeney; J. Mc-
Birney; B. Pallazola; D. Cass; J. Kiernan; B. Cicchese; S. Bullard; M. Courville; I. Miranda; M.
Hansen; M. Burns. Row 3—P. Nord; F. Milley; J. Kerrigan; A. Silvia; P. Robinson; G. Yore; J..
Zilonis; A. Asselin; D. Goldberg; N. Perry; J. Gagnon.
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HISTORY
Left to Right: Row 1—R. Sharpies; C. Gardner; S. Maguire; H. Seferiadis; M. Matthews; F. Peter-
son; J. Bemarket; C. York; P. Lufkin; D. Viera; T. Walsh; D. Taylor. Row 2—E Meoney; W
Kingsley; D. Quill; Y. Zimberlin; K. Economos; J. Glynn; J. Goodwin; P Morse; S. Sheehan; W.
Siwick; A. Gibbons; R. Ward. Row 3—J. Collins; C. Ford; L. Rendell; M. Arruda; L. Miller; D.
Powers; P. Estes; R. Rothfuchs; P. Alvernaz; J. Pickard; F. Sherry.
ELEMENTARY
Left to right: Row 1—J. Wrigley; T. Oliveira; E. Pocius; B. Verros;
E. DeLutis; G. Roberts; E. Rodrick; I. Nott; D. Hall. Row 2—D. Couto;
H. Frechette; E. Herbert; J. Aspinoll; C. Kozimor; M. Bartlett; M. A.
Mendonca; J. Medeiros. Row 3—D. DeLutis; J. Cabeceiras; R. Morris;
W. Lewis; W. Murphy; N. Davis; C. Shea.
98
ELEMENTARY
Left to Right: Row 1—L. Madden; N. Whitehouse; J. Silvo; R. Parent; B. Milliken; E. Bothelo;
S Wilbur- J Mendrala. Row 2—A. Brown; P. Kelly; M. Rolli; ' V. Flanagan; F. Brucchi; E. Pinel;




Left to Right: Row 1—S. Holmes; H. Gula; I. Bush; D. Pitts; A. Pepe;
M_. Westgate; J. Middlebrook. Row 2—J. Sansos; C. Russo; B. Zahigian;
S. Hamblin; G. Dinjian; J. Mancuse; S. Tidd; C. Smith. Row 3—P.




Left to Right: Row 1—M. Connors; B. Belyea; P. Costa; B. Roberts; G. Zanolli; L. Dow; M. Welsh;
G. Davis; B. Richardson. Row 2—B. Rego; P. Gurney; D. Pimental; J. Hardo; C. Small; M. Baird;
C. Pinkham; N. Carvalho; J. Azevedo; L. Cascone. Row 3—H. Houlberg; J. Dubiel; J. Faria; P.
Schnetke; J. Packard; H. Daley; D. Willard; K. Perkins; P. Mello. Row 4—V. Bruce; P. Lamoreaux;
R. Damm; B. Fernandes; P. McDermott; J. Mc Bride; A. Wessling; C. Ventura.
B-PE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Left to Right: Row 1—R. Calabro; J. Madore; J. Brown; M. Moloney;
M. Potter; G. McGillick. Row 2—R. Duddy; M. Hanson; E. Sawin;
M. Flaherty; D. D'Allesandro; J. Hanley; I. Doprey. Row 3—V. Shelley;
A. Sheehan; D. Dillman; M. Goodell; J. Rider.
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THE SOPHOMORE CLASS
The class of 1964, like all classes at Bridgewater
State College, has been continually striving to reach
goals far above the standards set by previous classes.
These goals, in the realm of school and class spirit,
have not yet been reached, and theoretically will never
be reached, until there is complete cooperation be-
tween the class as a whole. Nevertheless, the class
officers have been conducting all class functions such
as the Sophomore week-end, its pizza party, and dance
with these aims in mind, and sincerely hope to attain
them in our future years at Bridgewater.
Left to Right: J. Henry, Vice Presi-
dent; J. Arcuri, Secretary; K. Mc-




Left to Right: Row 1—J. Glinski; D. Tripanie; L. Wathins; M. LeVesque; J. Pratti; J. Claretti; M.
McCarthy; C. Hachett; P. G. Walsh; S. Coture; E. Burbine. Row 2—R. Garin; J. Arello; J. La-
Fountain; D. Prosser; J. Zaretto; N. Brown; L. Domina; N. McKenna; L. Dunn; G. Sherrif; J. A.
Casper. Row 3—J. Kelly; R. Fountain; P. DeMarco; T. Sarno; A. LaPoint; C. Thibadeau; W. Sathus;
J. Metcalf; C. Hunt; W. Bell. Row 4—T. Buba; J. Burke; R. Baldwin; J. Olson; B. Todd; R. Rich-
ards; T. Laminin; H. Hartly; F. Henderson.
C2
LANGUAGE
Left to Right: Row 1—L. White; C. M. Hart; G. Gibbons; M. McCall.
M. Wareing; N. King; E. VanZandt; C. Morris; C. Driscoll; C. Duard;
M. Ronan. Row 2—K. McDonald; J. Sime; R. Massoud; H. McPeck;
M. Lahey; M. Peletier; A. Mullen; A. Doucette; E. Walsh; L. Novelli.
Row 3—J. Joaquin; J. Pietruszka; J. Hopwood; J. Journeay; N.
Edson; M. Oliveira; E. Pearlman; R. Krueger; D. Snelson.
1C3
HISTORY
Left to Right: Row 1—S. Manning; L. Hill; M. Alden; A. Butler; L. Barnett; C. Lounge; R. Anti;
D. Ruvich; D. Ferguson; J. Nelson; M. Hogan. Row 2—S. Brandreth; P. Leiden; S. Greene; C. Bowen;
K. Dolliver; S. Adams; S. Rimmer; B. Campbell; C. Krueger; A. LaPointe. Row 3—C. Avis; P.
Poole; L. Rosenthal; M. Riordan; T. Balewicz; J. Olson; M. McGrath; C. Debalsi; N. Couto; M.
Carr; T. Usavicus; E. Salinas.
HISTORY
Left to Right: Row 1—G. Butler; J. Wills; M. Russell; R. Macomber;
J,. Nidositro; P. Fuch; P. Koehler; P. Scully; R. Lane; P. Curry. Row 2
—
K. Pike; D. Morwick; P. McManus; R. Ricci; R. Peluso. Row 3—B.
Gallagher; W. Kelley; D. Metcalf; R. Geary; B. Barman; R. Heap;






Left to Right: Row 1—C. Scanlon; J. A. Arcuri; J. Smith; K. McDonald; S. Taylor; M. Verderber; C.
Valcourt; J. Joselyn; A. M. Levesque; S. Lawrence. Row 2—A. Loring; H. Zink; S. Szczebak; J.
Bigelow; M. Biondi; C. Michaud; C. Wilson; R. Murphy; S. Roper. Row 3—D. Tassinari; T. Baldrote;
J. Rhude; J. Brouco; A. Marvelli; J. McCarthy.
C6
ELEMENTARY
Left to Right: Row 1—R. Cicchese; K. OBrien; M. J. Paglurin; C.
White; E. George; S. Belonis; P. Correa; S. Berard; J. Dias. Row 2—
M Barbuto; G. Fulginitti; P. Mello; S. Condeias; C. Hammond; B.
Burgo; B. Games; E. Dyer. Row 3—L. Estes; M. Pollard; C. Considine;
C. Fitzgerald; J. A. Harris; R. Casta; C. Messier.
C7
ELEMENTARY
Left to Right: Row 1—C. Viens; L. Philbrook; M. Mania; P. Johnson; E. Silva; R. Pizza; G. McClain;
S. Silveira; J. Santos; J. Vaslet. Row 2—M. Lays; M. MacNeil; L. Knight; M. Willard; M. Lamb;
M. Riley; V. Daszkiewicz; G. Mitchell; J. McNeil; D. Sheehan. Row 3; F. Berry; C. Caruso; Y. Lindsay;
J. Freeman; A. Fitzpatrick; P. Schwartz, A. Whitraker.
C8
ELEMENTARY
Left to Right: Row 1—D. Ayers; B. Crooks; P. Heald; S. Robinson;
J. Dwyer; J. Nightingale; C. Assetta; L. Fuller; J. Gamache; K. Cullen.
'
Row 2—K. Regan; M. Sheehan; L. Harlow; M. Glidden; K. O'Keefe;
J. Figuerido; M. Curtis; B. Connors; L. Slaiger. Row 3—J. Gould; C.
Anderson; J. Murphy; L. Finerfrock; M. Drinkwater; E. Hobbs;
J. Wood; S. Fitzgerald; S. Drummey; S. Hopkins.
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ELEMENTARY
Left to right: Row 1—M. Lee; E. Gardella; N. Walsh; C. Eales; M. Ross; S. Houghton; J. Perry; G.
Amorim; A. Liimatainen; D. Costello. Row 2— P. Drislan; C. Harrington; E. Dempsey; J. Krause; B.
Reid; B. Pellecchia; J. Weglowski; S. Libby; L. Rose; L. Jacobsin; A. Cameron. Row 3—E. Joaquin;
E. Perry; B. Rebello; C. Smith; J. Turner; S. Fry; C.Grace; B. Campbell.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Left to right: Row 1—L. Walker; J. Narkevixcius; G. Ferrindino; C. Cross; L. Crossman; M. Killam;
M. Kenney. Row 2—M. E. McGivney; K. McDonald; J. Johnson; N. Seablom; J. Snook; M. Watson; M.




We, of the Class of 1965, are proud and happy to accept
Bridgewater as a major part of our lives, both present and
future. We hope to effectively contribute to, and prove worthy
of, a Bridgewater education. We respect, and shall continue
to observe, the fine traditions of this college, even as we
strive for its betterment. Our contributions have not been
large this first year, but in the three more to follow, we will
try to fulfill the growing obligations placed upon all of our
members.
K. Coutinho, President and J. Ventura, Secretary.





Left to right: Row 1—E. Roeder; C. Doyle; C. Brower; M. Baroni; S. Pease; D. Bernier; C. Barry;
J. Johnson; R. Thivierge. Row 2—R. Cunniff; D. Walsh; R. Curry; W. Coffey; L. Benevides; J.
Antunes; L. Vangles; R. Thibault. Row 3—T. Doherty; G. Doyle; L. Jackson; W. Penderghast; R.
Beauvais; P. Anton.
SCIENCE
Left to right: Row 1—B. LaRocco; J. Gilletc; J. Gray; S. Galeazzi;
M. Beard; A. Simon; D. Saczepan; S. Symmes. Row 2— M. Petterson;
A. McCarthy; R. Nelson; W. Towne; J. McMahon; R. Wahlgren; A.
Rudnick. Row 3—R. Stanton; R. Lawton; B. Weddleton; L. Berube;




Left to right: Row 1—K. Clarke; C. Guston; C. Dube; J. Bichel; B. Bushnell; L. Mercer; S. Mesheau;
C. Lucier. Row 2— R. Lacroix; P. McGrady; Y. Therien; S. Joly; M. Ventura; D. Ouimet; M. Mul-
cahy; J. Mazzoleni; J. Begin; K. Warchol. Row 3—D. O'Connor; R. Lima; S. Clark; E. Pearle; C.
Rice; K. Coutinho; J. Hanley; R. Paradis; J. Marconi; R. Flynn.
D4
HISTORY
Left to Right: Row 1—G. Sawczuk; M. Perna; R. Eldridge; J. Rankin;
G. Goodfellow; R. Mendes; J. McDonald; R. Williams; R. Maroney;
'G. Lussier. Row 2—M. Rapoza; R. Masse; J. Reagan; R. Lambert;
N. LaBlanc; R. Gelonn; R. Keith; G. Rebello; L. Klaiman; M. Hughes;
R. Ray. Row 3—T. Witowski; P. McVay; R. Murphy; R. Harris; D.





Left to right: Row 1—M. Harlow; J. Ventura; S. Finnigan; J. Allen; M. Geromini; S. Smith; J. Wal-
Ister; M. Bures; J. Kinney; D. Burke. Row 2— E. Callaghan; M. Alexander; C. Reed; P. Kruger;
C. Moniz; S. Guild; N. Crooks; M. Crimmins; J. Karshis; J. Reckendorf; S. Lancaster; H. .Crehan.




Left to Right: Row 1—B. Beale; L. Montgomery; S. Chiesa; E. DeCa-
ulibus; J. Campisi; D. Folan; J. Vasilakis; L. Bollieux; M. Bernabeo; J.
MacPhetres; J. Bousquet. Row 2—A. Illvan; S. Steele; R. Stinchfield;
A. Fredericks; M. Sheehan; N. Puglisi; N. Moss; M. Carroll; J.
Dubois; E. Olivera; S. King; J. Murphy; A. Prafferty. Row 3—W. Ip-
polito; D. Cohen; D. Messaline; B. Lancaster; J. O'Keefe; M. Dono-




Left to right: Row 1—S. Wood; M. Graziano; A. Vodoklys; M. Sargent; D. Doquette; E. DeSouza;
J. Robinson; P. Rumney; V. Monk; E. Anderson; J. Wakefield. Row 2—M. Burgmyer; N. Harlow; J.
McNulty; C. Laskoski; B. Smith; J. Clay; D. Chateauneuf, B. Cabral; B. Davenport; H. Wysmulick.
Row 3—L. Starrett; B. DiGiovanni; J. Pellegrini; J. Libby; C. Crawford; P. Kowalski; N. Nerny; B.
Bizzarro; E. Zdaniewiez.
ELEMENTARY
Left to right: Row 1—M. Wood; J. Gardner; P. Smith; T. Stolarz; D.
/Smith; C. Ryone; D. Paul; P. Howard; C. Wood; A. Smialek; A. Cole;
C. Addy; M. Fadar. Row 2—A. Healy; N. Corcoran; M. McGarry;
M. Paul; R. Howes; J. Homen; J. Brazao; A. Lindahl; M. Merrikan;
D. Fellows; L. Tibbetts;'H. Crowley. Row 3—J. Paille; M. Casey; N.
Deane; S. Zaslona; M. Zamarchi; V. Zazopoulos; D. Oldfield; M.




Left to right: Row 1—P. Costa; D. Bouchard; E. Bourget; E. Hill; S. Misiasyek; S. Cootes; N. Morti-
mer; J. Covey; H. Civicki; S. Sylvasta; F. Eckhardt; M. Guillet; Row 2—E. Siliva; M. Haynes; K.
Linnehan; S. O. O'Neil; R. Ratner; S. Quill; S. Kasperopus; R. Brennan; S. S. Gorczyca; B. Goodale;
D. Kobas; C. Thomas. Row 3—M. Hass; C. Harrington; E. DeMayo; J. Sequest; J. West; P. Wrobble;
C. Verra; M. Davis; R. Kenjston; C. Dean; M. A. Libuda; N. Ingalls.
D 10 ELEMENTARYLeft to right: Row 1—J. Grady; M. Ford; M. Powell; H. Barr; P. Ross;N. Halewka; T. Lambert; D. Larontonda; P. Kinsella; F. Meheghan; M.
Pieri; M. McGrath; B. Bessom. Row 2—R. Falvey; C. Walker; M. Mc-
Donald; J. Curely; B. Perna; A. Caulfield; E. Curran; M. Skahill; J.
Wells; C. McEnderfer; R. Nolan; S. Carson; C. Sisca; N. Gray. Row 3
—
D. St. Denis; C. Hoffman; S. Kmiec; J. Treacy; S. Haydn; L. Casa-
grande; M. Mooney; M. Harlow; E. Brennan; E. Hoyt; A. Roche; M.
Campbell; S. Flood; C. Paradis.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Left to right: Row 1—K. Arnold; N. Jarosz; C. Scelsi; C. Sullivan; D. Leqault; I. Lahait; M. Noakes.
Row 2—L. Cummings; S. Riou; J. Kilqour; M. Lavoie; J. Har\lon; L. Gediman; N. Johnson; B.
Hedin; M. Dumoulin; P. Bernard. Row 3—B. Branco; E. Peterson; L. Yeamans- B. Aymie; B. Keane;
J. Cummings; M. Ames.
D-PE
These past four years at Bridgewater have not been
lack-a-day. Hard work has filled a good portion of the
time spent here, but when there have been chances for
leisure, the students had a number of clubs and organi-
zations in which to develop their special abilities and
socialize.
Due to the interest of these men and women, the













I for pleasure when I play not
Student Government Groups Seel
John Minihan
(Left to right) J. Dubiel, assistant treas., D.
Ciaramitaro, vice president, K. Barrett,
treas., R. Smith, sec, (center) J. Minihan,
pres.
STUDENT COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATION
The Student Cooperative Association em-
bodies the entire college. The governing
council, consisting of elected student repre-
sentatives from all classes, is headed by four
major officers.
The council works to guide all student
activity in maintaining the highest standards
of thought and action. Its leaders endeavor
to perform closely with student leaders all
over New England to help broaden the out-
look of the Bridgewater campus.
Token Office
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In 1955 the present Day Student Organi-
zation was formed and included all the
women day students and all the men of the
college. In 1961 when the first men's dormi-
tory was completed the membership of the
Day Student Organization included only the
men and women commuting students at
Bridgewater.
DORMITORY COUNCIL
The Dormitory Council was organized for
the purpose of providing harmonious and
pleasant dormitory life. Members of the
council include an executive board, and the
officers and members of the house boards
of all three women dormitories. With the
co-operation of all the members it is possible
to adapt dormitory life to the constantly
changing social conditions.
The council is responsible for making and
requiring observance of the rules governing
the general conduct of the dormitory students.
This organization was established for the
purpose of regulating matters pertaining to
the life of the day students at Bridgewater,
and for the promotion of fellowship among
its members.
Left to right—P. LaCroix, president; J. Murphy, vice-



















Our life is like some vast lake that is slowly filling with
the stream of our years. As the waters creep surely up-
ward the landmarks of the past are one by one sub-
merged. But there shall always be memory to lift its
head above the tide until the lake is overflowing.
—Madame X
We the Alpha staff of 1962, have tried, within these pages, to
compile a comprehensive list of the memories that have been ours
at Bridgewater.
There are the serious moments and the lighter ones—all combining
and alluding to the countless remembrances we will carry with us after
graduation.
All of us hope that the coming years will make brighter the messages














Front-left to right: B. Cicchese, secretary;
B. DeRocha, D. DiPosqua, Layout Editors;
K. Andruk, Art Editor. Back-left to right:
P. Robinson, Circulation Manager; P.
Nord, Assist. Editor; V. Considine, Editor-
in-chief; J. Zilonis, Business Manager.
Chapbook is the literary magazine which
offers to all Bridgewater students a vehicle
for literary expression. The staff is responsible
for the selection of material, editing, proof-
reading, typing, organization, layout, and
circulation.
Since its organization in 1959, interest in
the group has steadily increased. It is the
aim Of the staff to firmly establish the literary
magazine as an important cultural aspect of
the campus and as a means for the discovery
of promising writing talents.
CAMPUS COMMENT
The student newspaper, Campus Comment,
started the celebration of its 35th year of
publication by receiving a first place certifi-
cate from the Columbia Scholastic Press
Association.
The student newspaper is the voice of both
the faculty and the student body regarding
national, local and college issues. The paper
offers a complete coverage of all college func-
tions and attempts to promote interest in the
drama, the arts, and in music.
Through the efforts of its capable staff
of this year and of years past the Campus
Comment has grown to become an integral
and necessary function of the college.
Left to right: M. Brown, Feature Editor; J. McCoubrey,
Assist. Editor; C. Beaudoin, Editor; D. Wrightington,
Sports Editor.
Satisfying the Spiritual Needs
of the Student Body
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Left to right: R. Parent, Corresponding Sec; S. Hol-
brook, Vice Pres. of Worship Services; J. Mattsen,
President; L. Rhude, Vice Pres. of Service Projects; F.
Bell, Treas.; M. Carr, Recording Sec; V. Bruce, Vice
Pres. of Social and Fellowship Activities.
Christian Fellowship is a federation of Prot-
estant students on campus. Their purpose is
to stimulate study, thought, and action in an
attempt to learn more completely the mean-
ing of Christianity.
MENORAH
Left to right: R. Liss, Cultural Chairman; S.
Libbey, Treasurer; J. Winik, President; B.
Mann, Vice President; B. Avis, Secretary.
Menorah Club is the Jewish Re-
ligious Club on campus. Its purpose
is to learn more completely the
meaning of Judaism and to meet the
personal religious needs of its mem-
bership.
NEWMAN CLUB
Left to right: B. Gonsiorawski, Spiritual Direc-
tor; C. Anderson, Asst. Treas.; M. Charest,
Record Sec; L. Harmon, Vice Pres.; J. Roth-
myer, Pres.; C. Kwarcinski, Sec.
The Newman Club offers Catholic
students an opportunity to study the
principles of Cardinal Newman. Un-
der the guidance of Chaplain Father
John A. Wilcox and faculty advisor
Dr. William J. Wall, the spiritual,
educational and social needs of the
students are met.
MENS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
The Men's Athletic Association is one of
the largest organizations found on the cam-
pus at Bridgewater, and every member of
the male student body is entitled to member-
ship. The primary aim of the Men's Athletic
Association is to further the spirit of co-
operation among the men of the college
toward the development of our school in
separate fields of endeavor. Heading the list
of Men's Athletic Association responsibilities
is the organization, development, and execu-
tion of an athletic program, including varsity
or intramural competition.
The Women's Recreation Association has
the distinction of being the second largest
organization which is found on the Bridge-
water campus. Numerous activities and
social events are sponsored annually by the
women of the Women's Recreation Associa-
tion, but the primary purpose of the latter
is to provide each woman in the college with
an opportunity for physical recreation. The
association's governing board consists of an
executive board as well as a body of student
representatives who work to further the aims
of the organization.
Left to Right: D. Delutis, Corr. Sec; D. Wicher, Vice
Pres.; G. Gorman, Pres.; T. Bleakney, Trees.; J. Doherty,
Sec.
WOMENS' RECREATION ASSOCIATION
Left to Right: M. Leger,
Trea.; E. Sawin, Asst. Rec.
Sec; J. Boynton, Rec. Sec;
A. Blouin, 1st Vice Pres.; L.
Marchant, Pres.; K. Carroll,
2nd Vice Pres.; B. Babar,
Corr. Sec; C. Cross, Pub.
Chair.; D. Dillman, Asst.
Treas.
Opportunity For All to Participate
A. C. E.
KAPPA DELTA PI
Epsilon lota Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi,
a national honor society in education has as
its aim the encouragement of high profes-
sional, intellectual and personal standards.
Invited to membership are those persons who
exhibit commendable personal qualities,
worthy educational ideals and sound scholar-
ship.
During the school year the chapter sends
delegates to Regional and National conven-
tions of Kappa Delta Pi and annually awards
a scholarship to the highest ranking member
of the Junior Class.
Left to Right: H. Leigh, historian; V. Considine, Pres.;
A. Fuller, treas.; L. Mulligan, sec; B. Fredrick, vice pres.
The Association for Childhood Education, open to all
elementary majors, marks its thirtieth successful year under
the capable leadership of Miss Mary L. Marks, Faculty
Advisor.
The meetings are held bi-monthly. Programs vary from
promoting professional attitudes and ideals through speakers,
movies, and tapes to providing services through workshops
and assistance to the Special Class in the town.
Left to right—K. O'Keefe, corresponding secretary; A.
Mahony, asst. treasurer; A. Pepe, 1st vice pres.; D.
Crooks, pres.; J. Boynton, 2nd vice pres.; N. Carvalo,
recording sec; S. Lans, treasurer.
In Extracurricular Activities
HERODOTUS CLUB
The Herodutus Club was founded in 1957.
It brings to the student body programs of
historical significance. At the same time, it
attempts to improve the quality and quantity
of historical data and reference sources in
the college library.
Left to right—M. Verdurber, treas.; C. King, Vice
pres.; P. Herries, sec; T. Soucy, pres.
FRENCH
CLUB
The French Club, open to
everyone, endeavors to provide
educational and cultural oppor-
tunities for its members. These
aims are realized through
speakers, films, "soirees", and
a spectacular Mardi Gras held
every other year.
Left to right—R. St. Aubin, treas.; L.




The purpose of the Assembly Committee
is to bring to Birdgewater educational,
cultural, and entertaining programs for
the student body. Among planned programs
this year, Richard Liebert and Anthony
Wedgewood Benn, M.P., were oustanding.
JUNIOR ALPHA
The Junior Staff of Alpha has
aimed during this year at acquir-
ing the knowledge and skill neces-
sary to publish the best possible
yearbook for the class of 1963.
We hope that we have achieved
these aims and will diligently put
them to use during the coming
year.
Left to right: S. Almeida, chairman; L. Cascone;
D. Condron; M. Donovan; W. Kingsley; C. York.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE
The Library Committee, formed original-
ly to select and purchase books for the
College Library, has recently acquired an
additional function; that of sponsoring
lectures. Many are by alumni authors
whose books are honored in the library.
The lectures are open to the college and
community.
Left to right: J. Frame; R. St. Gelais, chairman;
K. Bamber.
Left to right: K. Murphy; M. Matthews; C. Fantini; J. Leone, asst.
sec; W. Dugan; M. Sweeney, asst, edit.; N. Carvalho, asst. treas.;
E. Sawin; J. McCoubrey.
Left to right. Top Row: R. Eaton, rec. sec; A.
Dulligan, treas.; I. Bush, vice pres.; Bottom Row:
P. West, corr. sec; M. Leger, pres.
P. E. M. CLUB
The P.E.M. club is a professional organi-
zation open to all physical education
majors, which serves to promote an active
interest in the field of health and physical
education. Through its program and social
events it helps its members become better
teachers and leaders.
AQUABRYTES
Aquabrytes is a club of about thirty
girls organized to further the development
of synchronized swimming. Each year the
efforts of the club are climaxed with the
Spring Show in which the club members
are given the opportunity to create and
direct group swimming styles. It is our
hope that sportsmanship and leadership,
as well as exercise and enjoyment, are
encouraged in the club.
Left to right: M. Watson, pub. chairman; M.
Potter, sec; J. Rider, vice pres.; A. Riou, pres.;
B. Mann, treas.; J. Winik, program dir.
MODERN DANCE CLUB
The Modern Dance Club is an organiza-
tion which strives for the perfection of
dance techniques. The major part of its
work is culminated by its annual spring
performance. The club provides the op-
portunity for creativity and self-expression
to all its members.
Left to right: B. Urbielonis, pres.; J. Winik, vice pres.;
J. Vitale, sec; C. Broadbent, treas.; A. Oliver, music
dir.; L. Garda, costumes.
« GLEE CLUB
The Glee Club is comprised of college
women who have been chosen to be
members as a result of try-out sessions.
The efforts of the group and its director
go toward the presentation of an annual
Christmas Concert and Spring Concert.
-
Left to right—B. Frederick, president; C. Ven-
tura, vice president; M. Scott, secretary-treasurer.
MIXED CHORUS
The Mixed Chorus is made up of
select voices of men and women from
the student body. A concert is given
annually by this group along with other
musical groups at Christmas and in the
late spring. The Providence College Glee
Club has performed with the Bridgewater







Corcoran, vice president; C.
Left to right—P. Poulos, M. Livingston, E. Pearlman. Left to right—Mr. Foth, Director; M. Carr, sec-
treas.; D. Barylski, president; M. Livingston, vice-
pres.
ORCHESTRA
The college orchestra, under the direction
of Vincent H. Gannon, provides the music for
many of the college social functions. In its
off-campus engagements, the orchestra serves
as an excellent public relations medium for
the college.
ORGAN CLUB
Membership in the Organ Club is open to
all students who enjoy organ music. Each
year the club sponsors a concert by a student
or guest organist. Students wishing to use
the Clara Princ Memorial Organ may obtain
privileges through the club.
DRAMATIC
CLUB
There is opportunity in the Drama
Club to develop the skills of acting, stage
management and play production. Mem-
bers of the Drama Club give guest per-
formances for the alumni and entertain
student bodies in other communities
with special skits and excerpts from past
shows. Field trips are taken to other
college and university theaters and to
the Shakespearian Festival Theatre.
Left to right—G. Yore, president; E. Scott, publicity chairman;





The purpose of the Audio Visual Club is to
train students in the operation of audio-visual
equipment to aid the college staff as well as the
student organizations. The club provides films,
filmstrips, tapes and recordings for the faculty
and for student trainees.
Left to right—P. Stanton, Sec; L. Rhude, Treas.; T. Lee,
Pres.; G. LeClair, Vice Pres.
PUBLIC RELATIONS CLUB
The Public Relations Department was organized in 1953 by Dr.
Henry Rosen, the club's present advisor. This department consists
of twelve students who are in charge of preparing all newspaper
releases which leave the college campus.
Lett to right—L. Dow; C. Mor-
ris; L. Domina; C. Fantin,
Chairman; P. Correia; C. Ham-
mond.
ALPHA UPSILON
Left to right: H. Pray, Alumni Sec;
G. LeClair, 2nd Vice Pres.; P. Leary,
Sec; W. Phillips, Pres.; G. Gorman,
1st Vice Pres.; C. Nash, Treas.; D.
Gerace, Asst. Treas. Absent: J. Cun-
ningham, Attorney; E. Madden, Sgt.-
at-Arms; T. Lee, Chaplain.
KAPPA DELTA PHI
Left to right: R. Latham, Corr. Sec;
F. Sousa, Chaplain; J. Rose, Alumni
Sec; T. Salvo, Treas.; W. Wood, V.
Pres.; T. Ruffini, Pres.; P. Robinson,
Asst. Sec; P. Doherty, Sec; S. Al-
meida, Natl. Rep.; T. Mumford,
Pledge Master.
ALPHA UPSILON KAPPA DELTA PHI
The Brotherhood of Alpha Upsilon was
established during the 1952-53 school year.
Beginning with a total membership of seven,
it has grown to number nearly one hundred
members. Governed by a strong constitution,
business meetings are held monthly along with
numerous social events. Each brother has the
advantage of valuable contact and friendship
with men of identical training which inspires
professional interest and tends to further ad-
vancement.
Kappa Delta Phi is a selective, educational
fraternity established in 1900, which empha-
sizes the value of conducting professional and
educational programs in addition to regular
undergraduate work to promote professional
attitudes. The sponsorship of social events is
encouraged for the development of poise and
confidence. Opportunity for members to ac-
quire greater knowledge and mutual under-
standing is offered by Kappa Delta Phi. It
provides professional training and leadership
along with a positive type of personality.
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Student activities are an important part of any college
program and at Bridgewater we have not lacked for many
and varied types. The banquets, games, concerts, parties,
and formats are some of the activities that have enriched
our academic lives.
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A happy Lois Marchant, WRA President for 1961-
1962, speaks . . .
i if
) n t m
The installation of new officers
Gloria MaGillick accepts the WRA plaque
for 1961, from Dr. Moriarty
W. R. A. BANQUET
The WRA banquet is an important an-
nual spring event at Bridgewater. It fea-
tures the presentation of the WRA
awards and the installation of new of-
ficers. The program of the 1961 WRA
banquet was highlighted by the words of
Dr. Catherine Allen, the guest speaker.
IJU-HUr^a
Head table personages-
Guest Speaker, Harold E.
the Milwaukee Braves
Goodnough of
The old and the new: President Ted Bernard (1960-
1961) and Gerry Gorman (1961-1962)
The Men's Athletic Association sponsors a
banquet each spring for all Bridgewater men.
It is on this occasion that the new officers of
the association are installed and that awards
are presented to those members who have
earned them.
Jack Hassard makes the presentation of an MAA
award to an outstanding Bridgewater athlete,
George LeLievre
Last official function of the President-




The memory of the experience of Junior
Training evokes mixed emotions. Is there a
distaste for music lessons, bank day, bulletin
boards, milk money, lesson plans, the "sani-
tary"
. . .? Is there fond remembrance of the
first day your lesson really went over?
Training was a step forward for us toward
graduation and more than that, too. It made
us, perhaps, begin to know ourselves.
There's plenty for everyone
Follow along with me
Try it this way




Left to right: B. Bubar; L. Steele; Dr. McMullen; C. Wan Buskirk, Queen;
D. Ciaramitaro; V. Considine.
JUNIOR PROM
What is a Junior Prom? Ours was a formal
dance held in April, 1961, at the King Phillip
Ballroom in Wrentham. A faculty committee
selected Carolyn Van Buskirk Queen for the
evening. And though we were crowded, who
can forget the wonder of our own Junior
Prom?
Queen Carolyn Van Buskirk
Some very important guests
—
Left to right: Mr. Gan
non; Miss Gloster; Dr. and Mrs. Jarvis; Mrs. and Dr
McMullen; Mrs. and Mr. Perry.
The presentation of that long-awaited diploma
GRADUATION 1961
Graduation 1961, was an occasion to give feelings of joy and
of fulfillment to the class of 1961, and to give reason for pause
to the class of 1962. We said good-bye to many friends. We be-
came aware of how quickly our own college days would be ended.
We were forced to think beyond the immediate future. . .
A preview for the class of 1962
Mr. Weygand leads the graduate
march
CONVOCATION
Convocation 1961, was the first occasion
for us to appear in our academic robes. It was
a strange and awful feeling to be recognized
as seniors. We listened to our speaker, Dr.
William J. Edgar, so seriously, for his words
were penetrating and provocative.
Dr. William J. Edgar
Words to sincerely ponder So serious a manner
Both a beautiful and an effective formation
AQUABRYTES
The theme for the annual spring per-
formance of the Aquabrytes was Around
the World. To the strains of music typifying
various sections of the world, our synchron-
ized swimmers gave lively, interpretative
performances. The lighting and costumes
were often startling and always effective.
The entire performance exhibited precision
and charm imparted by the talented swim-





The high point of the Modern Dance Club's
year comes in spring with the presentation of
the annual club show. Certain individual
members are responsible for the creation and
the direction of separate production numbers.
These numbers indicate the increasing ability
of the girls to express themselves in bodily
motion.
Perhaps a representation of growth .





The institution of a Homecoming Weekend
at Bridgewater is a new but, nonetheless,
warm and welcome addition to the social cal-
endar. It is a time set aside especially for
those who have held Bridgewater as more than
just a school. It is a time of activity and ex-
Queen Mae Ashenfelter reigns over her Bridge-
water subjects for Homecoming Weekend
Spirits Run High During Home-
Action on the field
.
almost as vital as the pigskin
~
-Coming Weekend
Don Wrightington makes the
Most Valuable Player award pre-
sentation to Dave Fee
VS NICHOLS
citement with a rally, parade, football game,
queen, Most Valuable Player award presenta-
tion, and dance. Homecoming 1961, saw the
Bears play and defeat Nichols by a score of
20 to 0!
Stop that run!!
That Home-coming enthusiasm starts early .
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Jest singin' in our saloon
Well, it's a thought for a summer job, Bobbi!
What's the conversation piece?
Good one, Judy?
CARNIVALS
The Class of 1962, as fun and fund-raising
projects, held two class carnivals. The first
was in the spring of their junior year and the
second in the fall of their senior year. The car-
nivals featured prize booths, each designed
and constructed by a separate division; door
prizes; refreshments; and square-dancing.

S. C. A. FORMAL
The S.C.A. Formal was the first
formal dance of the school year.
This year it was held in early win-
ter at the Blue Hills Country Club.
The highlight of the evening came,
of course, with the crowning of the
Queen, Diane Ciaramitaro.
Sweet music
Queen Diane Ciaramitaro and her court
The Grand March
Did someone mention food? A wonderful night
Smiles all 'round—almost
Our Burnell cherubs Seems a happy audience
Christmas spirit prevails
At Bridgewater Christmas is many things.
It is celebrated by banquets for both dormi-
tory and day students, a concert featuring the
voices of students from both the college and
the college training school, carole singing, and
dormitory parties open to all.
at Banquets, Concerts, and Parties
How 'bout singing some caroles?
Rex and his Queen: Wayne Phillips and
Norma Du Biel
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But of course we know Charles Addams
Is this the charm of a French folk dance?
Mardi Gras is the gala biennial Masquerade
Ball sponsored by Bridgewater's Le Cercle
Francois. The festivities include the corona-
tion of Rex and his Queen, the parade of
prize-winning floats, the presentation of cos-
tume awards, and the spectacular War of the
Roses.





Left to right: C. Van Buskirk; W. Phillips; L. Har
mon; S. Fenton; F. Sousa; V. Considine; J. Minihan; C. Tristany; M
Ross; W. Wood; B. Mann; B. Bubar; N. Maples; J. Glynn; P. Nord,
N. Du Biel; H. Leigh; A. Leonard; D. Vincent; P. La Croix; J. Rose,
K. Murphy; R, Smith; E. Meaney; J. Vitale.
MARDI GRAS
W.R.A.'s float
Visual Arts Club's entry
Sneakers, Ben AM?
Welcome to Mt. Idy
—
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The float "from Kappa Delta Phi
The whole man must grow physically. One of the
primary purposes of the sports program is to aid this
growth. Bridgewater's sports program provides a variety
of activities for both men and women. Men's sports in-
clude football, basketball, tennis, and track. Women's
sports, for the most part, W.R.A.-directed, include ping
pong, volley ball, bowling, fist ball, field hockey, tennis,




A Day for To/M
rl I
n Hour for Sport
FOOTBALL
Football returned to Bridgewater after an
absence of over twenty years. In this first
successful season, the Bears defeated Brown
University Freshman team, Nichols College,
and Quonset Naval Base. The Bears were de-
feated by Newport Naval Base and by Maine
Maritime in two closely contested games.
A marked improvement over the season of
1960 was noticable in the team's overall play.
Special credit should be given to co-captains
Thomas Salvo and Richard Kherlopian for
the fine job which they did in leading the
team. One of the outstanding players on both
defensive and offensive was senior David Fee.
Other players outstanding for the Bears that
should be singled out are Paul Doherety, Rob-
ert Mason, Robert Layne, Richard Baldwin,
James Tartari, Paul Callahan, Robert Peluso,
and William Wassel.
It is hoped that eventually a league may be
formed with the other state colleges in order
that the Bears may enjoy the same rivalry in
football that is enjoyed in basketball and
baseball.
The Alpha of 1962 wishes the best of luck






Make it count. Those practice sessions tell
Bears 1961—Firsr Row, I. to r.: W. Buxton; D. Mor-
wick; R. Lane; W. Wassell; J. Collins; T. Salvo, R. Kher-
lopian, Co-captains; R. Daviov; R. Baldwin; D. Fee; R.
Calzini; R. Peluso; P. Callahan; R. Mason. Second Row:
Head Coach Swenson; Asst. Coach A. Cullati; C. Thi-
bodeau; J. Tartari; A. McCarthy; E. Meany; W. Davis;
H. Hague; R. Hicks; A. Curry; J. McCarthy; T. Bur-
bridge; R. Parent; Asst. Coach G. Carter; Asst. Coach
C. Varney; Third Row: P. Doherty; C. Elliot; L. Klaiman;
W. Dugan; L. Bernard; E. Kelley; T. Connors; M. Barnes;
T. Baldrate; A. Sarno; M. Rizzo; M. Hughes.
M-O-V-E
Get in there, boys!
\
Co-captains Tom Salvo and Dick
Kherlopian
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The Team—First Row—Left to right: G. LeClair; R.
Houde; J. Stewart, Captain; J. Morrissey; R. Cross;
Second Row: Coach E. Swenson; R. Hatch; W. Grable;
F. Quinn; R. Marum; J. Scudder; Asst. Coach B. Gil
metti.
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A cautious Mr. Houde
Tip it in, Fred
Lack of' height hurt the Bears squad this season.
Faced with this problem, Captain Stewart led a fine
team effort, which provided the home crowds with
many thrilling moments. What the Bears lacked in
height they made up in fire and determination. Bob
Marum, Ron Hatch, Bill Grable, and Fred Quinn pro-
vided the rebounding while the sharpshooting of Rich-
ard Houde and Jack Morrisy kept Bridgewater in
every game.
Although there will be five graduating Seniors, the
nucleus of a well-balanced squad has been built from
the Junior Varsity. Look for excellent performances




The Team—First Row, Left to right: D.
Vincent; D, Fee; D. Delutis, J. Hassard, Co-
captains; S. Almeida; Second Row: P. Cal-
lahan; C. Thibodeau; F. Hardy; W. Wassell;
Third Row: D. Morwick; P. Curry; R. Krue-
ger; Fourth Row: R. Ricci; T. Venice.
Under the leadership of co-captains John Hassard and
Donald Delutis, the baseball team looks forward to a
winning season. The Bears came back from Connecticut
last season with the second place trophy in the N.A.I. A.
tourney. The Bears ended the season with an 11-10-1
record, with two impressive victories over Stonehill.
The highlight of last year for the baseball team came
during the spring vacation, when the team went to New
York City. Coach Lehman scheduled three baseball games
against Danbury, Connecticut, Farleigh Dickenson Uni-
versity, and Long Island University.
The Bears lost three pitchers last year and this will
hurt the team. Only three pitchers are returning this sea-
son: co-captain John Hassard, Ralph Ricci, and Stephen
Almeida. Captain Hassard will, no doubt, be the mainstay
of the pitching staff this spring. The spirit and drive of




The Team—First Row, Left to right: R. Richards; G. ond Row: W. Grable; R. Marum;
Gorman; R. Cross, Captain; G. LeClair; D. Wicher; Sec- Cross; C. Murch; W. Murphy.
R. Macomber; G.
TENNIS SPRING TRACK
Captain Tom Bleakney promises that this
year's track team will be the finest that
Bridgewater has ever had. Only three seniors
will leave the squad this year—Gerald Gor-
man, Robert Marum, and Captain Bleakney.
Thus the track team will remain relatively
intact. The team will compete in the Southern
New England Conference Meet which will
include many college teams from this area.
The N.A.I.A. Meet at Bridgewater will be
another high point on the track team's sched-
ule. The last home meet will be a Quadrangu-
lar Meet in which only R.I.C., Barrington Col-
lege, Durfee Tech, and B.S.C. will participate.
The final meet of the season will be at Fitch-
burg for the N.E.T.CA. Conference.
TRACK
The Team—First Row, Left to right: G. LeClair; R. ond Row: W. Bell; J. Stuart; J. Olson; A. Curry; T.
Marum; R. Macomber; R. Richards; G. Gorman; See- Lamminen; W. Murphy. Absent: T. Bleakney, Captain.
For the last time this spring, the students of
Bridgewater will be able to watch the tennis
prowess of such players as Douglas Wicher,
Robert Richards, and Robert Cross, this year's
captain. These graduating seniors will be
backed this season by freshmen who appear
to very well equipped in the skills of this
sport. The highlight of this year's matches
will be the N.A.I.A. tourney to be held here at
the college. Competing will be Central Conn.,
Southern Conn., Quinippiac, Boston State,
London Teachers (Vt.), Gorham (Me.), Stone-
hill, Durfee, and New Bedford Tech.
CHEERLEADERS
It must be a tense moment
The spirit and the smile. Per-
haps these two words best de-
scribe the role the cheerleader
plays in college sports. Our
cheerleaders are no exceptions.
Rather, they typify their role,
urging the Bears on during both
the football and basketball sea-
sons.
Bristacol thinks you're cute too, Chris.
The Cheerleaders—Left to right: C. Morris; S. Manning; J. Hanley; M. Potter;




We knelt in the rain to suck our thumbs.
Changing from B.T.C. to B.S.C.
Mr. Harrington lost his pants.
The erection of two new dorms on campus.
Car breakdowns on the way to and from school.
The dorm students' 10: 1 5's.
Exchange of different views and outlooks on life.
Edgar Landry.
Literary magazine, Chapbook is born at Bridgewater.
The older women in gym clothes.
Christmas at Bridgewater.
We counted "uh's". Was it sixty-three times?
Robert Frost, his sage advice and friendly humor.
"You go to the Normal School?"
Ted Kennedy came to visit.
"The all-elastic snapback".
Campus Comment wins first place in Columbia Scholastic Press judging.
Chapbook held a Jazz Concert—What happened to the piano key?
Mrs. C. and Freshman English.
Overshoes and runny noses at Martha Burnell.
Junior trainee locked third grade student in supply closet at Martha Burnell.
The Cricket Club.
Friends we have made. »
Those scintillating health classes!
Larry's—the old and the new.
Dr. Sheinfeld's English Survey.
The emerging Debate Club.
Dr. Husek and the discovery of Czechoslovakia.
The commuters' room
The Philosophy papers buried in the back yard.
The Reverend and the mayor.
Miss Tebbets and the Pylon Temple.
"Therefore, then, it's beyond the scope of this course".
Anthony Wedgewood Benn's discussion and the resultant furor.
RIOTous Time.
The chimes every 15 minutes.
Seven Cardinal Principles.
Stolen Silverware.
E. Millicent Sowerby's lecture on Thomas Jefferson.
The modest quizzes we had after a few modest lectures in Dr. Green's
American Lit. class.
Our basketball team—its ups and downs.
"Hey, Madden! I can't find my T.V. set."
The energetic efforts of our Dramatic club.
Dr. Bob Marum and his views on education.
Junior and Senior seminars began.
Cunningham's fur coat!
The Aquabryte shows.
Dr. Fiore's non-partisan politics.
Flora Dora Lovelace.
The departure of soccer.—The inauguration of football.
Irish Literature of Mr. Gannon's course in Theology.
"Lookee here Folks, "A seed is a little baby with its overcoat on and a
lunch tucked under its arm."
The kadeidoscope of personalities in our Faculty.
"I haven't had a smashed frog brain in ten years."
"God save the Commonwealth of Massachusetts."
Every bitter-sweet moment of our college careers.
Babes in Toyland
CANDIDS











The parade starts in five minutes
Hard day at the office
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Abel, Mary, 240 Nahatan Street, Norwood
Abraham, Peter, 306 Brook Street, New Bedford
Allen, Julie, 36 Pertshire Rd. Brighton
Alvarnaz, Paul, 200 School Street, Taunton
Anderson, Betty, 183 Whitwell Street, Quincy
Anglin, Maryellen, 28 Appletree Lane, Weymouth
Antone, Joan, 84 Perkins Street, Brockton
Antosca, Francis, 76 Pratt Street, Mansfield
Arruda, Manuel, 351 Oxford Street, Fall River
Ashenfelter, Mae, 22 Rockwood Terrace, Auburndale
Aspinall, Jessica, 64 Dunham Street, Attleboro
Asselin, Armand, 27 Morgan Street, Fairhaven
Azevedo, Judith, 13 State Street, Taunton
Baglione, Diana, 1 14 Wilson Avenue, Weymouth
Balkus, Jeanette, 9 Burrill Avenue, Bridgewater
Bamber, Kathryn, 22 Mitchell Avenue, North Scituate
Banks, Sandra, 5 Bridge Rd., Braintree
Barrett, Charles, 138 Alden Road, Fairhaven
Bartlett, Mary, 51 Hayden Rowe Street, Hopkington
Basile, Anne, 53 Webster Street, Rockland
Beals, Carleton, 12 High Street, Wareham
Bell, Ethel, 2482 County Street, Somerset
Bennett, Dorothy, 662 North Street, Bridgewater
Benoit, Richard, 467 Central Street, East Bridgewater
Belyea, Barbara, 612 Washington Street, Quincy
Bemarkt, Joanita, 201 Gillette Avenue, Springfield
Berube, Judith, 247 Dover Street, Fall River
Bettencourt, Mary, 391 Cohannet Street, Taunton
Bielk, lara, 86, Rainbow Circle, Brockton
Blackburn, John, 157 Middle Street, Fall River
Botelho, Evelyn, Summer Street, Rehoboth
Boucher, Linda, 287 West Main Street, Chartley
Breen, Marion, 71 Cleverly Court, Quincy
Briggeman, Peter, 72 Charles Street, Whitman
Brolin, Edward, 1078 Blue Hill Avenue, Milton
Brown, Avis, 226 Lee's River Avenue, Somerset
Brown, Judith, 46 West Cottage Street, Dorchester
Brucci, 32 Downing Road, Lexington
Bruce, Virginia, 14 Morse Manor, Wareham
Bullard, Susan, 106 Auburn Street, Bridgewater
Bums, Marguerite, 358 Main Street, Groveland
Bush, Irene, 266 West Street, Weymouth
Bustard, Jean, 45 Cross Street, Randolph
Cabeceiras, James, 1006 North Main Street, Fall River
Cahn, Carolyn, 69 Hancock Street, Dorchester
Calabro, Roberta, 19 Neponset Road, Quincy
Callaghan, Edward, 1243 Plainville Road, New Bedford
Campeau, Geoffrey, Elm Street, Assonet
Carreiro, Lucretia, 572 Bradford Avenue, Fall River
Carvalho, Nancy, 29 Old County Road, Westport
Cascone, Lorna, 35 Park Street, Lawrence
Casey, Robert, 81 William Street, Rockland
Cass, Debra, 191 Pine Street, Brockton
Cate, Sandra, 61 Pleasant Street, Plainville
Chartier, Janet, 25 Worchester Street, Worchester
Chase, Maureen, County Street, Lakeville
Chase, Vivian, 24 Floral Street, Shrewsbury
Chiaverini, Byron, Prospect Street, Seekonk
Chopp, Norman, 748 Robeson Street, Fall River
Cicchese, Barbara, 14 Chard Street, East Weymouth
Clark, Susan, River Street, Plymouth
Coady, Carol, 175 Pierce Road, Weymouth
Collins, John, 1 1 Leland Road, Stoughton
Connolly, Nola, 31 Myrtle Street, Brockton
Connors, Maureen, 1 60 Grant Avenue, Medford
Conway, Geraldine, 694 State Street, South Hanover
Cooke, Mary Jane, 31 Murray Avenue, Milton
Costa, Patricia, 205 South Street, Raynham
Cotter, Regina, 28 Pleasant Street, Stoughton
Courville, Murielle, 544 Old Fall River Road, Swansea
Couto, Dianne, 1 8 O'Connor Street, East Taunton
Craven, Helen, County Road, Berkely
Crawford, Mary, 77 Reed Road, Rockland
Crump, Adlee, 362 Crescent Street, Brockton
Curran, Margery, 10 Cabot, Milton
Daboul, Louis, 65 Florita Drive, Framingham
Dailey, Louise, 6 Washington Street, Milton
D'Allesandro, Donna, 1 Morrison Road, Braintree
Dalton, Kathleen, 22 Inwood Street, Dorchester
Dalton, Philip, 30 Ruggles Place, Dorchester
Daly, Claire, 22 Rogers Street, West Quincy
Damm, Regina, 71 Gelette Road, Framingham
Damon, Alice, 193 Market Street, Rockland
Damon, Nancy, 21 Cleverly Street, North Abington
Davis, Barbara, Main Street, Marion
Davis, Nancy, 28 Jefferson Shores Road, Buzzards Bay
Davis, Philip, 624 Harvard Street, Mattapan
Davis, Virginia, 42 Branch Street, Mansfield
De Abreu, Joyce, 99 North Street, Southbridge
De Cicco, Patricia, 168 Jarrey Street, New Bedford
De Costa, Carol, 400 West Street, South Braintree
Delutis, Donald, 10 Glen Street, Mansfield
Demars, Roland, 1 Highland Street, Amesbury
Devereux, Teresa, Hillsville, Spencer
Di Giovanni, Celestino, 387 North Main Street,
Mansfield
Dillman, Doreen, 472 Waltham Street, Lexington
Dinjian, Georgia, 27 Lincoln Street, Waltham
Dobrowski, Margaret, 195 Pleasant Street, Brockton
Doherty, Paul, 51 Garfield Avenue, Woburn
Donnelly, Mary, 91 Clark Street, Brockton
Donovan, Barbara, 69 Battery Street, North Abington
Dow, Linda, 244 Franklin Street, Framingham
Dowd, Eileen, 108 Druid Hill Avenue, Randolph
Doyle, Mary Anne, 1 18 Peach Street, South Braintree
Duddy, Ruth, 8 Kiberd Drive, North Chelmsford
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Dugan, William 1 ] Summer Street, Medfield
Dunlavy, Donald, Dover Road RFD, Dover
Duprey, Irene, 207 Middleboro Road, East Freetown
Dunlevy, Deanna, 17 West Union Street, East Bridgewater
Economos, Kasine, 1 Hervey Street, Brockton
Ekberg, Evelyn, 485 Summer Street, Brockton
Esters, Peter, 95 Broadway, Raynham
Ewell, Joan, 40 Franklin Street, Whitman
Fantini, Carole, 1 1 Edgewood Avenue, Haverhill
Raria, Judith, 175 Sprague Street, Fall River
Fernandes, Barbara, 73 Bernice Avenue, Brockton
Ferraira, Louise, 74 Wall Street, Bridgewater
Ford, C. Christopher, 575 Jerusalem Road, Cohasset
Fisteri, Geraldine, 347 Canton Street, Randolph
Flaherty, Mary, 84 P Street, South Boston
Flanahan, Virginia, 181 Hight Street, Canton
Flanagan, Vivian, 295 South Main Street, Randolph
Fox, Joan, 255 Great Road, New Bedford
Frame, Jo Ann, 264 Oak Street, North Abington
Frechette, Helene, 28 South Main Street, Acushney
Gagnon, John, 258 Gratton Street, Fall River
Gardner, Chester, 23 Brookside Terrace, Randolph
Garvey, Joseph, Dyer Avenue, Randolph
Gearin, Rita, 209 Center Avenue, Abington
Giar, Edith, Samoset Avenue, Manomet
Gibbons, Albert, 45 Union Street, Taunton
Gifford, Kathie, 43 Munroe Street, Rockland
Gillis, Edward, 28 Pine Avenue, Brockton
Glynn, Judith, Main Street, Brimfield
Goldberg, David, 525 Farm Street, New Bedford
Gonsiorawski, Barbara, 1 Bradford Street, Salem
Goodell, Marjorie, 163 Central Street, Athol
Goodwin, Jane, 90 Standish Street, Plymouth
Gula, Helen, 4 North Avenue, Taunton
Guaraldi, Diane, 16 Fremont Street, Plymouth
Gurney, Patricia, 79 Center Street, North Easton
Hadsall, Ruth, 562 Main Street, Lynnfield
Hall, Elizabeth, 18 Brooks Place, West Bridgewater
Hall, June, Box 494, RFD No. 1, Middleboro
Hamblin, Sandra, 42 Rosemont Road, North Weymouth
Hanford, Thomas, 365R Somerset Avenue, Taunton
Hanley, Joan, 7 Young Avenue, Norton
Hanrahan, Phillip, 1 15 Southern Avenue, Dorchester
Hansen, Marcia, 325 Riverside Avenue, Medford
Hanson, Marilyn, 78 Partridge Hill Road, Braintree
Hardro, Jean, 555 Charles Street, Fall River
Harman, Lawrence, 76 Strawberry Hill Road, Hyannis
Hatch, Robert, 1 1 Crescent Avenue, Brockton
Hatch, Ronald, 121 Tracy Avenue, Lynn
Hayden, Robert, Sawdy Pond, Fall River
Healey, William, 471 Main Street, Amesbury
Hewrilsen, Marie, 16 Plymouth Street, Canton
Herbert, Eileen, 570 Warren Avenue, Brockton
Hickey, Lorayne, 1 15 Waverly Street, Everett
Hodge, Joyce, 32 Bromfield Street, Newburyport
Hogan, Rosemarie, 382 Crescent Street, Brockton
Holbrook, Arther, 1 92 Loverty Street, Randolph
Houde, Richard, 52 James Street, Attleboro
Houlberg, Dianne, 442 Center Street, Bridgewater
Howard, Paul, 34 Old Bedford Road, East Bridgewater
Hune, Marie, 74 Vernon Road, Belmont
Hutchinson, Muriel, 372 Buffington Street, Somerset
Jackson, Bart, 32 Church Street, Mansfield
Johnson, Sharon, Precinct Street, Lakeville
Jones, John, 242 Towne Street, Attleboro Falls
Judge, Carolyn, 26 Maple Street, Attleboro
Katsicules, Christine, 69 Stockton Street, Dorchester
Kelleher, Anne, 283 Belmont Street, Brockton
Kelley, William, 8 Winthrop Place, Quincy
Kelly, Edward, 1220 Plymouth Street, Fall River
Kelly, Noreen, 63 Sixth Avenue, Haverhill
Kelly, Patricia, 43 Belcher Avenue, Brockton
Keyes, Paul, 5 Howland Court, North Easton
Kiernan, Joan, 37 Thompson Lane, Milton
Kimball, Judith, 25 Leavitt Street, Hingham
King, Mary, 1281 Wareham Street, Middleboro
Kingsley, Wilfred, 71 Mohawk Street, Sharon
Kerby, Virginia, 44 Slocum Street, Acushnet
Kitchell, Ellen, Klondike Road, Avon
Knight, Linda, Church Street, Mattapoisett
Knowlton, Joan, 49 Aborn Avenue, Wakefield
Konosky, Colia, 24 Ledyard Street, Springfield
Korlacki, Lenora, Horton Street, North Dighton
Kozimor, Constance, 1 1 Essex Street, South Bellingham
Kreutel, Nancy, 36 Grand Street, Canton
Lahteine, Stephen, 67 Grove Street, Hyannis
Lamken, Helen, 100 Cypress Street, Buzzards Bay
Lamourex, Peggy, 1 04 School Street, North Brookf ield
Lauzon, Jeanine, 421 Lowell Street, Peabody
Leary, Alan, 3 Greenwood Road, Canton
LeClair, Sandra, 28 Rutland Street, New Bedford
Lemay, Phyllis, 417 Randolph Street, North Abington
Leonard, Carolyn, 40 Main Street, North Easton
Leone, Janet, 37 Armory Street, Wakefield
Levine, Joanne, 837 Plymouth Street, Fall River
Lewis, Warren, 237 Granite Street, Quincy
Lobby, Gordon, 12 Dartmouth Street, Hyannis
Lovelace, Dorothy, 1 5 Goddard Street, Framingham
Lufkin, Patricia, 107 Algonquin Street, Brockton
Lynch, John, 165 Beulah Street, Whitman
Lyonnais, Roger, 139 Truro Street, New Bedford
MacDonald, Alan, Grand View Avenue, Marshfield
MacKenzie, Caryl, 89 Dean Street, Bridgewater
MacQuade, Sheila, State Street, Sandwich
Madden, Louisa, 71 Bradford Road, Watertown
Madore, Jeanne, 1061 Brayton Point Road, Somerset
Maguire, Susan, 168 Union Street, East Walpole
Malone, Rosalie, 90 Elliston Park, Waltham
Mancusik, Judith, 34 Seventeenth Street, Haverhill
Marucci, Dolores, 224 1 Tasca Street, Mattapan
Marcus, Anne, 32 Upland Road, Sharon
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Marrow, Vivian, 78 Hill Street, Brockton
Martin, Gerald, 10 Rockwell Place, Milton
Matera, Carolyn, 724 North Main Street, Palmer
Matthews, Mary, 5 Vernon Street, Newburyport
McBirney, Judith, 70 Welland Road, Weymouth
McBride, Judith, 60 Darrow Street, Quincy
McCoubrey, Janice, 199 Pleasant Street, Arlington
McDermott, Paula, 1 Shawnlee Way, Canton
McDonald, Martha, 643 Main Street, West Medway
McGillick, Gloria, 1396 Plymouth Avenue, Fall River
McLaughlin, Kathleen, 29 Central Square, Brockton
Meaney, Edward, 14 Conn. Place, Brockton
Medeiros, Geraldine, 43 Coleman Street, Swansea
Medeiros, Mary, 219 Carl Street, Fall River
Mello, Patricia, 191 Belleville Road, New Bedford
Mendonca, Mary Ann, 46 Myrtle Street, New Bedford
Mendrala, Janet, 148 Query Street, New Bedford
Meyer, Judith, 180 Scituate Street, New Bedford
Miller, Lewis, 94 Elmer Road, Dorchester
Milley, Fred, 100 Glendale Street, Everett
Milliken, Beatrice, 51 Church Street, Mansfield
Miranda, Irene, 228 Crescent Street, Fall River
Moloney Mary, 140 Ward Street, Roxbury
Monohan, Catherine, 93 Forest Avenue, Brockton
Moniz, Margaret, 1305 North Main Street, Fall River
Moron, Judith, 161 Grove Street, Quincy
Moran, Thomas, 208 Rodman Street, Fall River
Morris, Robert, 226 Hyde Street, Fall River
Morrow, Jacqueline, Main Street, Sandwich
Morse, Priscilla, State Road, Manomet
Moss, Shirley, 47 Chavenson Street, Fall River
Moynihan, Patrick, 274 Summer Street, Brockton
Mulcahy, Susan, 1349 Leberty Street, South Braintree
Mulligan, Dennise, 9 Hunt Avenue, Braintree
Mumford, Harry, 48 Emerson Road, Watertown
Murch, Craig, 194 Commercial Street, Braintree
Murphy, Carol, 134 Taunton Avenue, Norton
Murphy, Catherine, 32 Holliston Street, Medway
Murphy, David, 7 Coffey Street, Boston
Murphy, Lois, 87 Southern Avenue, Dorchester
Murphy, Paul, 19 Bartlett Street, Brockton
Murphy, William, 130 Island Road, Quincy
Nord, Peter, 577 County Way, Egypt
Nott, Ivy, 165 Pierce Road, Weymouth
Oliveira, Teresa, 85 Scott Street, New Bedford
O'Neill, Sheila, 592 Brayton Point Road, Somerset
O'Reilly, Jean, 78 Forest Avenue, Brockton
Olison, John, 63 Plain Street, South Braintree
Owen, John, 92 Read Street, Fall River
Packard, Joyonne, 273 Harvard Street, Whitman
Pallazola, Benedetto, 3 Highlands Court, Gloucester
Pantano, Beverly, 427 Ralph Street, South Weymouth
Parkhurst, Theodore, 127 Main Street, Maiden
Parent, Ruth, 176 Sumner Street, Stoughton
Payne, Gary, 54 Hillside Road, East Braintree
Pepe, Ann, 104 Winona Avenue, Haverhill
Perkins, Kathleen, 102 Oak Street, Middleboro
Perry, Norman, 249 Baird Street, Fall River
Peterson, Faith, 1 1 Arthur Street, Quincy
Pickard, James, 56 Stevens Court, East Bridgewater
Pierce, Patricia, 50 Beal Avenue, Whitman
Pinel, Elizabeth, Sea Street, Dennisport
Pinkham, Carol, 104 Turned Street, Quincy
Pike, Marie, 44 Stetson Street, Bridgewater
Pitts, Dorothy, 26 Weyham Road, North Weymouth
Pocius, Elaine, 42 Davis Street, Wollaston
Pooler, Bonnie, 34 Grove Street, Hyannis
Potter, Marcia, 13 State Road, North Dartmouth
Poule, Phyllis, 23 Faxon Road, North Quincy
Poulter, Deborah, 1 16 Columbus Avenue, Salem
Powers, Dean, 76 Vesey Street, Brockton
Quill, Denise, 85 Studley Avenue, Brockton
Ralph, Janice, 65 Russell Road, South Weymouth
Ramondetta, John, 1 1 Anania Terrace, Brockton
Reagan, John, 331 West Street, Mansfield
Remmes, Robert, 383 Ashmont Street, Dorchester
Richards, Robert, 21 Grand Street, Brockton
Rider, Jacqueline, 13 Holman Street, Oxford
Roberts, Barbara, 20 Adams Street, Fairhaven
Roberts, Gail, 45 Shawmut Street, Fall River
Roberts, Victoria, 174 Hayward Street, Braintree
Robinson, James, 2 Oakland Street, Medway
Rochefort, Kenneth, 163 Mt. Pleasant Street, New Bedford
Roderick, Evelyn, 84 Herrod Avenue, Brockton
Rolli, Myrna, 847 Acushnet Avenue, New Bedford
Rothfuchs, Robert, 40 Garth Road, West Roxbury
Rudolph, Donna, 1 52 Cedar Street, East Weymouth
Russell, Michael, 190 Cross Street, Brockton
Russell, Richard, Washington Street, Duxbury
Russo, Carol, 17 West Street, Braintree
Ryan, John, 9 Pilgrim Road, North Weymouth
Salterio, Robert, 299 River Street, Mattapan
Santos, Joanne, 25 Lombard Street, New Bedford
Sawin, Elizabeth, 235 Tisdale Street, Leominster
Sayce, Norman, 458 High Street, Hanson
Schnetke, Patricia, 92 Ardmore Road, Framingham
Scully, Paul, 8 Webster Street, Taunton
Seferiadis, Helen, 22 Jean Street, New Bedford
Sharpies, Robert, 18 Washington Street, New Bedford
Shea, Carol 352 Pearce Street, Fall River
Sheehan, Ann, 545 Chapman Street, Canton
Sheehan, Anne, 3 State Street, Milton
Sheehan, Susan, 42 Menlo Street, Brockton
Shelley, Virginia, 252 Common Street, Braintree
Sherry, Francis, 15 Third Avenue, Taunton
Siekman, Patricia, 62 Hinchley Road, Lexington
Silva, Louis, 196 Canton Street, Stoughton
Silva, M. Juliette, 1305 North Main Street, Fall River
Silvia, Alfred, 101 Columbia Street, Fall River
Siwik, Walter, 187 Deanne Street, New Bedford
Small, Carole, 20 High Street, Erving
Smith, Carolyn, 31 Florence Street, Taunton
Starbuck, Sara, 2 Alden Street, Randolph
Sproules, Nancy, 296 Grove Street, Randolph
Stanton, Philip, 463 Main Street, Watertown
Stringer, Peter, 169 Pond Street, Osterville
Stone, Leonard, 103 Main Hill Road, Scituate
Sturm, Wayne, 8 Oak Grove Avenue, Springfield
Sullivan, Barbara, 67 Tremont Street, North Dighton
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Sullivan, Donald, 16 Pine Street, Lynnfield
Sullivan, Frances, 1 1 Brockton Avenue, Haverhill
Sundstrom, Ann Marie, 63 Elm Avenue, Brockton
Sweeney, Maureen, Glittedale Street, Roslindale
Taylor, Dennis,' 12 Russell Street, Taunton
Thomas, Jeremiah, 2 Bloomfield Avenue, Middleboro
Tidd, Susan, 1 1 6 Davenport Street, Taunton
Tohman, Gail, 387 West Washington Street, Hanson
Tremblay, Robert, 35 Earle Street, Fall River
Ventura, Clorinda, 959 Globe Street, Fall River
Verros, Beverly, 1 62 Foley Avenue, Somerset
Vincent, Barbara, 54 Moffat Road, Quincy
Viera, Diane, 8 Dexter Avenue, Taunton
Wahbank, Carol, 801 Sanford Road, North Westport
Wales, Douglas, 93 Stetson Street, Whitman
Walsh, Thomas, 200 Ash Street, New Bedford
Walton, Judith, 68 Smith Neck Road, South Dartmouth
Ward, Robert, 35 Tinson Road, Quincy
Ward, Thomas, 9 Bancroft Street, Roxbury
Waring, Berticia, 31 Bayard Street, Dedham
Wassel, William, 46 King Street, Worcester
Watson, Raymond, 91 Homan Street, Attleboro
Wechsler, Marvin 879 Summer Street, Taunton
Welch, Mary, 1 14 School Street, Taunton
Welsh, Mary, 554 Commercial Street, Provincetown
Wessling, Annette, 273 Metropolitan Avenue, Roslindale
Westgate, Louise, 30 Lantz Avenue, Whitman
White, Cynthia, 49 Seymour Street, Roslindale
Whitehouse, Nancy, 91 Auckland Street, Dorchester
Wilbur, Carol, 49 Kilton Street, Taunton
Wilbur, Sandra, 85 North Main Street, Raynham
Wilkinson, Joyce, 474 Woodman Street, Fall River
Willard, Diane, 52 Gay Street, Quincy
Williams, Judith, 97 Putnam Street, Quincy
Wood, Wallace, Bay View Avenue, Quincy
Wrigley, Janet, 53 Verchild Street, Quincy
Yore, George, 507 Washington Street, Winchester
York, Claudia, 94 Bay View Street, Hyannis
Young, Allan, 88 Turnpike Street, Eastondale
Zahigian, Beatrice, 39 Hawthorne Street, Attleboro
Zanolli, Geraldine, 258 West Street, Quincy 69
Zilonis, Joseph 716 Wareham Street, Middleboro
Zimberlin, Yvonne, 43 Roosevelt Street, New Bedford
CLASS OF 1964
Abdullah, Veronica, 322 Harrison Street, Fall River, Mass.
Adams, Susan, 10 Ellerton Road, Quincy, Mass.
Alden, Mary, 37 Strong Avenue, East Bridgewater, Mass.
Amorim, Grace, 79 Elm Street, North Easton, Mass.
Anderson, Carole, 54 Margin Street, Haverhill, Mass.
Anti, Rena, 153 Main Street, Kingston, Mass.
Anton, Pari, 209 Ferry Street, Lawrence, Mass.
Appiani, Gail, 44 Winthrop Street, Medford 55, Mass.
Arcuri, Joanne, 257 Webster Street, Auburndale 66, Mass.
Armstrong, Patricia, 1 1 Bradford Road, Milton, Mass.
Arnold, Stephen, 396 Main Street, West Newsbury, Mass.
Assetta, Carol, 1 1 Maple Street, Franklin, Mass.
Avis, Carole, 1221 East Rodney French Blvd., New
Bradford, Mass.
Baillieul, Lois, Power Hill Road, Southwick, Mass.
Baldrate, Tracy, 24 Lazarz Street, Ludlow, Mass.
Baldwin, Richard, 7 Morise Street, Foxboro, Mass.
Balewicz, Theresa, 29 Pond Lane, Randolph, Mass.
Barlouto, Maureen, 60 Madison Street, North Weymouth,
Mass.
Barnett, Linda, 28 Carleton Avenue, Brockton, Mass.
Barron, Lynne, 39 Morrison Road, Braintree, Mass.
Beach, Donald, 1320 Ocean Street, Squantum, Mass.
Becker, Carolyn, 1326 Montello Street, Brockton, Mass.
Belcher, Nancy, 7 Clapp Road, Hanover, Mass.
Belcher, Ruth, 100 Danforth Street, Taunton, Mass.
Bell, William, 215 Crafts Road,' Brookline, Mass.
Bellacqua, Robert, 521 Summer Street, Rockland, Mass.
Belonis, Sandra, 377 A Union Avenue, Framingham, Mass.
Berad, Suzzane, 40 Governor Road, Bellingham, Mass.
Berman, Barry, Bedford Street, Middleboro, Mass.
Berry, Frances, 50 Hillside Avenue, Braintree, Mass.
Berry, Marilyn, 207 Lawton Street, Somerset, Mass.
Bigelow, Judith, 106 Barber Street, Springfield, Mass.
Bingham, Eileen, 50 Pearl Stre'et, Somerville, Mass.
Biondi, Marta, 2 Berkly Street, Taunton, Mass.
Botelho, Elaine, 171 Hadly Street, New Bedford, Mass.
Bower, Carole, 71 Hope Street, Attleboro, Mass.
Branco, John, 289 Montaup Street, Fall River, Mass.
Brandreth, Shirley, 56A Jefferson Street, Attleboro, Mass.
Brolin, Edward, 1078 Blue Hill Avenue, Milton, Mass.
Brown, Nancy, Bailey's Lane, West Newbury, Mass.
Buba, Thomas, 56 Palmer Street, Fall River, Mass.
Burbank, Heatner, 62 Ban Street, Hull, Mass.
Burbine, Eleanor, 1 8 Forest Street, Whitman, Mass.
Burgo, Barbara, 312 Purchase Street, New Bradford, Mass.
Burke, John, 39 Winthrop Street, Brockton, Mass.
Bush, Henry, 45 Ingrid Road, Weymouth, Mass.
Butler, Catherine, 27 Owens Avenue, Brockton, Mass.
Butler, Gerald, 209 Elm Street, Somerset, Mass.
Cabral, Daniel, 1 13 Alberta Avenue, Somerset, Mass.
Calabrese, Raymond, 72 Spring Street, Bridgewater, Mass.
Calzini, Robert, 1 15 North Avenue, Natick, Mass.
Cameron, Ann, 2479 Washington Street, Canton, Mass.
Campbell, Beverly, 88 Charles Street, Whitman, Mass.
Campbell, Brenda, 94 Belair Street, Brockton, Mass.
Candeias, Sandra, 1 191 Davol Street, Fall River, Mass.
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Carlson, Doreen, 491 West Street, West Bridgewater, Mass.
Carr, Marjorie, 376 Newport Avenue, South Attleboro,
Mass.
Caruso, Carol, 133 Ten Hills Road, Somerville, Mass.
Casey, Robert, 81 William Street, Rockland, Mass.
Casper, Joanne, 719 Maple Street, Fall River, Mass.
Chambers, Anne, 20 Apple Tree Lane, Weymouth
Childs, Claire, 64 Allen Street, Randolph
Cicchese, Rita, 1265 Pleasant Street, East Weymouth
Clavette, Judith, 31 Prospect Street, North Attleboro
Clough, Robert, 87 Barrett Street, New Bedford
Collins, Marcia, 91 Ellison Park, Waltham
Condron, David, 4 Garden Street, Pittsfield
Connors, Brenda, 1 Woodland Road, West Concord
Considine, Christine, 328 Center Street, Bridgewater
Cook, Bruce, 94 Grove Street, Plainville
Corcoran, Marjorie 44 Fourth Street, Attleboro
Corr, Peter, 1 26 Wasburn Street, Taunton
Costa, Rebecca, 100 Clark Street, New Bedford
Costello, Diane, 23 Noyes Avenue, Brockton
Couto, Nancy, 9 Goldman Avenue, North Dartmouth
Couture, Suzanne, 557A Lakeside Drive, Lakeville
Crane, Linda, 37 Faulkner Road, North Andover
Crossman, Linda, 203 Pond Street, South Weymouth
Cullen, Kathleen, 93 Old Street, Randolph
Curry, Arthur, 521 Geneva Avenue, Dorchester
Curtis, Margaret, 93 Pleasant Street, North Andover
Estes, Linda, 223 Sandwich Street, Plymouth
Ethier, Elaine, 1 14 Jefferson Street, South Braintree
Ewell, Joan, 40 Franklin Street, Whiyman
Fandel, Helen, 38 Brierwood Road, Braintree
Feurgeson, Donna, 155 Loberty Street, Braintree
Ferrandino, Gloria, 465 Prospect Street, West Boylston
Ferreira, Linda, 429 South Street, Cohasset
Ferrisi, Marion, 23 Griffin Terrace, South Weymouth
Ferus, Thomas, 267 South Beacon Street, Fall River
Figueiredo, Joann, 87 Fruit Street, New Bedford
Finerfrock, Lynne, 10 Addison Street, Braintree
Fitzgerald, Claire, 165 Roebeson Street, Fall River
Fitzgerald, Sheila, 94 Oak Street, South Weymouth
Fitzpatrick, Ann, 55 Alfred Terrace, Randolph
Flood, Susan, 607 Pleasant Street, Canton
Ford, Nancy, 62 Adams Street, Medford
Froman, Hillard, 1228 New Boston Road, Fall River
Foss, Jana, 74 Durfee Street, Southbridge
Fountain, Richard, 369 Franklin Street, Whitman
Franco, John, 782 Plymouth Avenue, Fall River
Freeman, Janet, 8 Everrett Stree, Taunton
Freitas, Sylvia, Box 596, Oak Bluffs
Fryzel, Carol, 14 Pershing Avenue, Achusnet
Fuchs, Peter, 1 1 8 Adams Street, New Bedford
Fulginiti, Gail, 437 North Warren Avenue, Brockton
Fuller, Linda, 144 East High Street, Avon
Dailey, Louise, 6 Washington Street, Milton
Daszkiewicz, Veronica, 49 Wilmarth Road, Randolph
Davis, Philip, 310 South Street, Bridgewater
DeBalsi, Carol, 475 Prescott Street, New Bedford
Del Negro, Catherine, 46 Johnson Street, North Adams
DeMarco, Patrick, 458 Kathleen Avenue, Somerset
DeMolles, Frances, 35 Faxon Street, Brockton
Dempsey, Elaine, 51 Oliver Street, Fall River
DeSilva, Ronald, 25 Lambert Street, Revere
Dias, Judith, 423 Division Street, Fall River
Domina, Lynne, 5 Mary Avenue, Seekonk
Donati, Carol, 68 Spring Street, Bridgewater
Donnelly, Jeanne, 92 Doris Drive, North Weymouth
Doucette, Arlyce, 72 Sheppard Avenue, Braintree
Drinkwater, Martha, 14 Winthrop Terrace, Wayland
Drislan, Patricia, 399 Stetson Street, Fall River
Drummey, Sally, 27 Davis Street, North Andover
Duarte, Carol, 480 Somerset Avenue, Taunton
Dube, Beverly, 103 Cliff Avenue, Swansea
DuBois, Philip, 1 17 Rock Street, Norwood
Dubuc, Simonne, 1 95 Old Post Road, North Attleboro
Dunn, Linda, 65 Gill Street, Avon
Dwyer, Jacqueline, 109 Pine Hill Road, Bedford
Dyer, Eileen, 145 South Worcester Street, Norton
Eales, Carol, 40 Holt Road, Holden
Edson, Nancy, 332 North Avenue, North Abington
Elliot, Charles, 14 Christine Terrace, Weymouth
Elliot, Gary, 29 Cochato Park, Randolph
Emerick, Joan, 1 12 Scotland Street, Hingham,
Erikson, Penelope, 25 Churchill Road, Quincy
Erwin, Marcia, 20 Hamilton Street, Medford
Essoian, Carol, 82 Bellevue Road, Andover
Gallagher, Barry, 10 Vessey Road, Randolph
Gamache, Joyce, 351 South Main Street, Raynham
Gardella, Elaine, 37 Davenport Street, Haverhill
Gauthier, Roger, 5 Oliver Street, Fall River
Gearin, Rita, 209 Center Street, Abington
Geary, Robert, 25 Camel Street, Fairhaven
George, Elaine, 44 Colby Street, Bradford
Glidden, Mary, 558 Middleboro Avenue, East Taunton
Glinski, Joan, 150 Birch Street, North Abington
Gomes, Beverly, 526 Elm Street, East Wareham
Gomes, Linda, 496 Terry Lane, New Bedford
Gould, Judith, 391 Adams Street, North Abington
Gouldrup, Lawrence, 53 Glen Avenue, Brockton
Grace, Carole, 542 Fourth Street, Fall River
Geize, Carol, 160 Arthur Street, Brockton
Hackett, Carolyn, 490 Summer Street, Weymouth
Hagan, Dianne, 149 DeForest Street, Rosl indole
Hager, Virginnia, 201 Foster Street, Littleton
Hallal, William, 177 Wamsutta Street, Fall River
Hammond, Carolyn, 896 Highland Street, Fall River
Hardy, Earnest, 14 Egleton Park, Winthrop
Hardy, Francis, 67 Granger Street, Dorchester
Harrigan, Paul, 12 Stone Avenue, Winthrop
Harrington, Carl, 8 Middle Street, South Dartmouth
Harris, Joanne, 438 Ash Street, Brockton
Hart, Claire Marie, 932 Robeson Street, Fall River
Hartley, Henry, Snipatuit Road, Rochester
Hayes, Donna Jean, 25 Church Street, Northboro
Heald, Paula, 2165 G.A.R. Highway, Swansea
Head, Russell, 54 Avon Street, Taunton
Hedin, Barbara, 129 Hawthorne Street, East Weymouth
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Hegarty, Cynthia, 51 Mass. Avenue, North Dartmouth
Henderson, Forest, 1928 South Main Street, Fall River
Henry, James, 151 Cedar Street, New Bedford
Hickey, K. Lorayne, 1 15 Waverly Street, Everett
Hill, Linda, 25 Midland Road, Morningdale
Hobbs, Ellen, 201 Winthrop Street, Fall River
Hogan, Margaret, 6 Hodges Street, Taunton
Holbrook, Elizabeth, 157 Tribou Street, Brockton
Holmes, Margaret, 92 Huntington Street, Brockton
Holmgren, Ronald, 16 Cushing Avenue, Brockton
Hood, Elizabeth, South Royalston Road, Athol
Hopkins, Shirley, 10 Prospect Street, North Attleboro
Hopwood, Janice, 881 Pleasant Street, Bridgewater
Houde, Grace, 1 1 Union Street, Brocton
Hunt, Charles Edward, 59 Bigelow Avenue, Rockland
Hulans, Sarah, Arnold Road, Fiskdale
Jacobson, Linda, 91 Westiminster Road, East Weymouth
Joaquin, Joseph, 41 Manomet Street, Brockton
Johnson, Priscilla, 54 Leydon Park Road, Brockton
Jones, Harry, 19 Sea Street, North Weymouth
Jones, Patricia, 33 Prospect Street, Clinton
Josselyn, Janice, 1 16 Raynor Avenue, Whitman
Journeay, Helen, 59 Church Street, Merrimac
Kanauss, Margaret, 195 Middle Street, Fall River
Kelley, Eleanor, 23 Chestnut Street, Hyde Park
Kelly, John, 50 Franklin Street, Hanson
Keyesu, Paul, 5 Howland Court, North Easton
Killam, Mary, 260 River Street, Braintree
Killian, Joyce, 37 Jeness Street
Kimball, Judith, 25 Leavitt Street, Hingham
King, Elaine, 750 East Street, Brockton
King, Nancy, Antila Court, Bryantville
Kingsley, Wilfred, 71 Mohawk Street, Sharon
Kinkead, John, 342 Bay Street, Fall River
Knight, Linda, Church Street, Mattapoisett
Koehler, Richard, 15 Brewster Terrace, Methuen
Krause, Joanna, 108 Jason Street, Pittsfield
Krugerm, Cynthia, 504 Sawyer Street, New Bedford
Kruger, Robert, Higgins Crowell Road, West Yarmouth
LaBrode, Margaret, 188 Middle Road, Acushnet
LaFontaine, Jacqueline, 241 Road Street, South Attleboro
Lagorio, Catherine, 57 Ambrose Street, Revere
Lahey, Margaret, 49 Linden Street, Fall River
Lanb, Marilyn, 385 North Street, North Weymouth
Lamminen, Toivo, Lincoln Road, Hyannis
Lane, Francis, 15 Martin Street, Whitman
Lane, Robert, 7 Riverview Street, Taunton
Lanzini, Betty, 12 Autumn Street, Maiden
LoPointe, Albert, R.F.D. No. 1, Attleboro
LaPointe, Alta, 430 Plymouth Street, Abington
Laurence, Sally, 33 Elmer Road, South Weymouth
Lays, Meredith, 20 West Byron Avenue, Brockton
Leaden, Patricia, 880 West Street, Attleboro
Lee, Margaret, 3 1 Lyman Road, North Andover
LeVancie, John, 60 Lovel Street, North Weymouth
Levesque, Anne, 88 Ash Street; Fall River
Levesque, Madeline, 463 Brayton Avenue, Fall River
Libby, Susan, 1 1 Blanchard Avenue, Revere
Liimatainen, Ann, Box 85, Cummaquid
Lindsay, Yvonne, 54 South Street, Bridgewater
Linehan, Elaine, 19 Thomas Street, Quincy
Liss, Ruth, 98 Bellingham Street, Chelsea
Livingston, Marcia, 108 Oak Street, Shrewsbury
Lomartire, Jean, 131 Ravenswood Road, Waltham
Loring, Anne, 66 Chestnut Street, North Attleboro
Love, Kathleen, 66 Bass Avenue, Gloucester
MacDonald, Kathleen, 5 Forest Park Road, Woburn
MacDonald, Laurie, 77 Moran Street, North Attleboro
MacDonald, Virginia, 30 Thomas Avenue, Scituate
MacNeil, Margaret, 62 Beal Road, Waltham
MacComber, Robert, 39 Division Street, Attleboro
MacQuade, Sheila, State Street, Sandwich
Madigan, Diana, 15 Minot Avenue, Haverhill
Magee, Sally, 296 Pine Street, South Weymouth
Mania, Meredith, 37 Oakland Avenue, Seekonk
Manning, Sheila, 321 Belmont Street, Brockton
Marchand, Armand, 956 State Road, North Westport
Marshall, James, 31 Rainbow Circle, Peabody
Marvelli, Alan, 58 Pembroke Street, Kingston
Massoud, Rochelle, 278 County Street, Fall River
McCall, Mary, Grasconet, Nantucket Island
McCarthy, Joseph, 127 High Street, Whitman
McCarthy, Marie, 28 Hillside Avenue, Arlington
McClain, Gail, 12 Evergreen Terrace, Auburndale
McDonald, Kathleen, 79 Cliffe Avenue, Lexington
McDonald, Mary, 19 Orchard Street, Taunton
McGivney, Mary, 1340 Wm. T. Morrisey Blvd. Quincy
McGrath, Marianne, 328 East Street, West Bridgewater
McGuire, Andrea, 20 Lexington Avenue, Hyde Park
McKenna, Nancy, 24 Ellis Avenue, Whitman
McKenne, Anne, 74 Hardd Street, Melrose
McManus, Paul, 869 Charles Street, Fall River
Medeiros, Laura, 86 Howard Avenue, New Bedford
Megliola, Leonard, 42 Chester Street, Natick
Melcher, Maureen, 29 Burma Road, Chelsea
Mello, Phyllis, 3806 Acushnet Avenue, New Bedford
Messier, Cynthia, 13 Hedge Street, Fairhaven
Metcalf, Donald, 31 Hillside Avenue, West Bridgewater
Metcalf, John, 602 Ash Street, Brockton
Michaud, Claudette, 1 140 Riverside Avenue, Somerset
Milley, Fred, 100 Glendale Street, Everett
Mitchell, Frederick, 625 County Street, New Bedford
Mitchell, Gladys, 80 Ash Street, Stoughton
Moffatt, Margaret, 273 Query Street, New Bedford
Moran, Judith, 101 Grove Street, Quincy
Morris, Carole, 1 15 Thicket Street, South Weymouth
Morrissey, John, 10 State Street, Taunton
Morse, Kathleen, 20 Larkin Road, West Newton
Morwick, David, 35 Hatherly Road, Scituate
Mullen, Alyce, 835 Buffington Road, Somerset
Murphey, Joanne, 1 30 Cedar Street, Stoughton
Murphy, Rosemary, Maple Avenue, Marion
Murphy, William, 100 Rock Island Road, Quincy
Murray, Michael, 31 Alma Road, Falmouth
Markevicius, Jadwiga, 322 Pine Street, Gardner
Nelson, Joan, 39 Thayer Road, Eqst Braintree
Nelson, Linda, 1 8 Newbury Street, Woburn
Nenney, Jane, 15 Elmwood Avenue, Woburn
New Burn, John, 37 Hamilton Street, North Abington
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Nidositko, James, Box 240, Teaticket
Nightingale, Janice, 17 Wampatuck Road, Braintree
Norton, Thomas, State Road, Vineyard Haven
Novelli, Linda, 148 Sixth Street, Leomonster
O'Brien, Kathleen, 71 Herod Avenue, Brockton
O'Hara, Charles, 50 Althae Road, Randolph
Ohlen, Arvid, 21 Allerton Road, Milton
Okerstrom, Linda, 92 Prospect Street, West Bridgewater
Oliver, Nancy, Tuft Street, Marblehead
Olson, John, 63 Plain Street, Braintree
Otis, John, 23 Stebbins Road, Brockton
Pagliccia, Mary, 28 Fresh River Avenue, Hingham
Paulding Julia, 70 Forest Avenue, Brockton
Pearlman, Earl, 115 Willow Street, Chelsea
Pellecchia, Barbara, 29 Miller Street, Leominster
Pellegrini, Anthony, 36 Woodcliff Road, Quincy
Pelletier, Edith, 102 Lawrence Street, Swansea
Peluso, Robert, 265 Washington Street, Winchester
Perrow, Margaret, 15 Ring Avenue, Quincy
Perry, Joyce, 260 Hemlock Street, New Bedford
Peters, Patricia, 1 1 Utica Street, Quincy
Phillips, Linda, 22 Clematis Avenue, Weymouth
Pietruszka, John, 152 Jencks Street, Fall River
Pike, Kurt, 3186, Acushnet Avenue, New Bedford
Piza, Raffaella, 250 Everett Street, East Boston
Pluto, Carolyn, 1 1 Marconi Drive, Randolph
Pollard, Meridith, 6 Alger Avenue, Taunton
Poule, Phyllis, 23 Faxon Road, North Quincy
Pratti, Judi, 273 Grove Street, Brockton
Prosser, Dona, 32 Summit Terrace, Peabody
Pysz, Janet, North Main Street, Berkly
Santos, Joan, 12 Cresent Street, Kingston
Sarno, Anthony, 37 East Vanston Road, Stoughton
Satkus, Walter, 51 Sylvester Street, Brockton
Soulens, Elizabeth, 93 Spruce Street, North Abington
Scanlan, Claire, 78 Park Street, Somerville
Schofield, Paul, 89 Rockland Street, Abington
Scmuldrth, Paula, 553 North Main Street, Fall River
Scott, Elaine, 20 Third Road, North Woburn
Scudder, John, 24 Baxter Road, Hyannis
Scully, Paul, 40 Summer Street, Taunton
Seablom, Nancy, 29 Spring Street, West Bridgewater
Seaver, Robert, 32 Bicknell Street, Quincy
Shea, Carolyn, 30 Russell Park, Quincy
Sheehan, Denise, 244 Park Street, Stoughton
Sheehan, Mary, 3 State Street, Milton
Sherriff, Gail, 41 Stewart Street, Quincy
Silva, Elizabeth, 126 Rogers Street, South Dartmouth
Silberia, Susanne, 215 George Street, Fall River
Sime, Judith, Mattakeesett Street, Pembroke
Simmons, Gilbert, 3 Myrtle Street, Taunton
Slaiger, Linda, 15 Starkey Avenue, Attleboro
Smith. Charlotte, 39 Berkshire Road, Waltham
Smith, James, 156 Park Street, Chelsea
Smith, Joan, 34 Webster Street, Whitman
Smith, Linda, 216 Chestnut Street, East Longmeadow
Sneil, Elmer, 26 Beall Road, Hingham
Snelson, David, 80 Centennia Avenue, Gloucester
Snook, Jane, 24 Linnea Lane, Reading
Souza, Helena, 35 First Street, Taunton
Souza, Phil I is, 18 East Briggs Road, North Wesport
Stewart, John, 99 Aster Circle, Weymouth
Straffin, Linda, 17 Park Road, Brockton
Sujdak, Barbara, 25 Slater Street, Webster
Swift, Nancy, 262 Main Street, Acushnet
Szczebak, Stacia, 2000 Boston Road, North Wilbraham
Ralicki, Mary, Amherst Road, Sunderland
Ramey, Carol, Kalmar Village, Provincetown
Rand, Charles, West Mountain Road, Cheshire
Rankin, Joan, 198 Saginaw Avenue, Brant Rock
Radoza, Mary, 1 7 Thatcher Street, South Dartmouth
Rebello, Beverly, 163 Eagle Street, Fall River
Regan, Kathlean, 6 Burke Street, Haverhill
Reid, Bernadette, 19 Maria Lane, Roslindale
Rendell, John, 47 Belvidere Road, Framingham
Rhude, John, Crocker Neck Road, Cotuit
Richards, Robert, 21 Grand Street, Brockton
Richards, Robert, 15 Blaine Street, Brockton
Riley, Maryellen, Leland Roak, Norfolk
Riley, Maureen, 271 Whitwell Street, Quincy
Rimmer, Sandra, 326 Shaw Street, New Bedford
Riordan, Mary, 88 Clinton Street, Brockton
Roach, John, 16 Canterbury Street, Lawrence
Robinson, Sally, 23 Harding Road, Melrose
Rock, Leonard, 1073 Joyce Street, New Bedford
Romano, Clement, 25 Water Street, Plymouth
Ronan, Mary, 173 Achushnet Street, Acushnet
Roper, Susan, 219 Boston Street, Medford
Rose, Linda, 1 Charte Court, Rockport
Ross, Marilyn, 26 Ash Street, Spencer
Russell, Michael, 190 Cross Street, Brockton
Rucich, Deana, 68 Westmore Road, Mattapan
Tartari, James, 6 Simpson Road, Wellesley
Tassinari, David, 70 Forest Avenue Ext., Plymouth
Taylor, Nancy, 1 09 Wachusett Avenue, Lawrence
Taylor, Sandra, Priscilla Road, Lakeville
Tetrault, Arleen, 656 North Main Street, Acushnet
Thibodeau, Charles, 17 Glen Road, Weymouth
Thomas, Edmund, 723 Wareham Street, Middleboro
Thornton, Jean, 103 Upton Street, New Bedford
Tirrell, Bryce, 47 Beulah Street, Whitman
Todd, Robert, 1 50 State Street, Newburyport
Tomkins, Virginia, 246 Peasant Street, Raynham
Tradd, Jane, 20 Everson Road, Ocean Bluff
Trepanier, Doreen, 26 Emma Street, New Bedford
Turner, Jeanne, 278 Church Street, Whitinsville
Usavicus, Teresa, 1 7 Marion Street, Randolph
Valcourt, Cecilia, 72 Queen Street, Fall River
Vaslet, Jean, 52 Thurber Avenue, Attleboro
Venice, Thomas, 18 Emerson Street, Fall River
Venderver, Margaret, Pleasant Street, Millis
Viens, Carol, 27 Walnut Street, Marshfield
Walker, Idorna, Snipatuit Road, Rochester
Walmsley, Victoria, 273 Main Street, Bridgewater
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Walsh, Ellen, 10 Foster Avenue, Pembroke
Wolsh, Nancy, 977 Rockdale Avenue, New Bedford
Wareing, Madeline, 287 Cedar Street, New Bedford
Waring, Berticia, 31 Bayard Street, Dedham
Watkins, Linda, 249 Keith Avenue Ext., Brockton
Watson, Marilyn, 108 Cedar Street, Fitchburg
Weglowski, Joan, 128 Osborn Street, Fall River
Wennerstrand, Patricia, 219 Belgrade Avenue, Roslindale
Whelpey, Sharon, 9 Bunton Street, Milton
White, Frances, 273 Peckham Street, Fall River
White, Linda, 17 Dalton Road, Holbrook
White, Nancy, 182 Pierce Road, Weymouth
Whitman, Sandra, 67 Exchange Street, Rockland
Whittacker, Ann, 165 South Main Street, Mansfield
Willard, Marilyn, 1 12 Maple Street, Maiden
Wilson, Claudia, 88 Fisher Street, Norwood
Wolejoko, Marjorie, 768 Belmont Street, Watertown
Wollastin, Nancy, 44 Cranch Street, East Weymouth
Wood, Joanne, 360 Sodom Road, Central Village
Zaretto, Judith, 1023 Kenmore Street, New Bedford
Ziemanski, Simone, 84 Lucas Street, New Bedford
Zimberlin, Yvonne, 43 Roosevelt Street, New Bedford
Zink, Helene, 122 Hillside Avenue, Arlington
CLASS OF 1965
Aberle, Linda, Grandview Ave., Marshfield, Mass.
Addy, Mary, Crescent Street, Stow
Alexander, Margaret, 935 Broadway, Revere 51
Allard, Jeffrey, 39 Prospect St., Whitinsville
Allen, Judith, 33 Plymouth St., E. Bridgewater
Ames, Cathleen, 1 Judy Drive, E. Dennis
Ames, Mary E., 1 8 Felton St., Woburn
Anderson, Bette Jane, Williams St., West Upton
Andrews, Harriet, 7 Mills St., No. Eaton,
Anton, Pari, 209 Ferry St., Lawrence
Antunes, Jose, 140 Harbor Terrace, Fall River
Anziano, Mary, 27 Regent Cr., Longmeodow
Arnold, Kathleen, 74 Bessbrook St., Feeding Hills,
Arnold, Mary Jo, R64 Mt. Pleasant Ave., Gloucester
Aymie, Brenda, 15 Bradfield Ave., Roslindale
Bagarella, Mary E., 50 Mountain St., Sharon
Baril, Ronald, 10 Pratt St., Mansfield
Barnes, Milton, 1 1 Maiden Lane, No. Wilbraham
Baroni, Marie Ann, 37 Winthrop Ave., Bridgewater
Barr, Helen C, 29 Packards Lane, Quincy
Barry, Catherine, 1 8 Dana Road, Weymouth 88
Beale, Barbara, 29 Overlook Rd., No. Randolph
Beard, Marsha, 526 South St., Wrentham
Beaulieu, Lorraine, 1050 No. Main St., Acushnet,
Beauvais, Raymond, 33 Seadding St., Taunton
Begin, Jane, 42 Brown St., Fairhaven
Bennett, Constance, 2817 Riverside Ave., Somerset
Bennett, Dianne, 144 West Bacon St., Plainville
Bernabeo, Mary Ann, 28 Burton Rd., Braintree
Bernard, Phyllis, 123 O'Keefe St., Taunton
Bernier, Diane, 53 Mary St., New Bedford
Berube, Louis, 218 Albion St., Fall River
Bessam, Barbara, 54 Lynnbrook Rd., So. Lynnfield
Bettencourt, Joyce, 59 Clifford St., Taunton
Bichel, Jeanne, 1141 Main St., Acushnet
Bizzarro, Beverly, 1 50 No. Front St., New Bedford
Bouchard, Doreen, 167 South, St., Plainville
Bourget, Elaine, 208 So. Main St., Raynham
Bousquet, Janine, 808 Rock St., Fall River
Boynton, Dana, Plymouth Ave., Onset
Branco, Beverly, 31 Matheus St., No. Westport,
Brazao, Janice, 51 Plymouth Ave., Brant Rock
Breenan, Eileen, 45 Hanias Drive, Weymouth 89
Brennan, Regina, 176 Farrington St., Wollaston
Brower, Cathryn, 109 Chestnut St., New Bedford
Brown, Allen, 37 Upland Rd., Waltham
Burbine, Henry, 85 Linden St., Whitman
Burbridge, Thomas, 638 Central St., Stoughton
Bures, Margaret, 296 Austin St., New Bedford
Burgmyer, Mary E., 198 Hanover St., Fall River
Burke, Denise, 5 Holly Lane, Sharon
Burnham, Jane, Belcher St., Essex
Bushnell, Betsy Anne, Church St., Mattapoisett
Cabral, Antonio, 70 Hoffards St., Fall River
Cabral, Barbara, 77 Woodman St., Fall River
Callaghan, Franz, Falmouth Ave., Fall River
Campbell, Mary T., 700 Liberty St., Randolph
Campisi, Judith, 79 Barbara Rd., Waltham
Carlson, Betty Anne, off 204 Lake St., East Weymouth
Carr, David, 2073 Pleasant St.,- Bridgewater
Carroll, Maureen, 24 Maldwin St., Maiden
Carson, Sandra, 1439 Furnace Brook Pkwy., Quincy 69
Carter, Kevin, 31 Halmberg Rd., e. Weymouth
Casagrande, Lois, 15 Birchbrow Ave., No. Weymouth
Casey, Mary, 1267 Rockdale Ave., New Bedford
Caulfield, Ann M., 314 Quincy Ave., E. Braintree
Cavicchi, Helen, 41 Russell St., Plymouth
Chartier, Janet, 25 Worcester St., Bridgewater
Chateauneuf, Donna, 3 Pelham St., Methuen
Chiesa, Sandra, 132 Belmont St., Taunton
Cicchese, Frances, 1265 Pleasant St., East Weymouth
Clark, Karen, 1 13 Everit Ave., Framingham, Mass.
Clark, Stephen, Cockle Cove Rd., So. Chatham
Clay, Judith, River St., Middleton
Coan, William, 47 Eliot St., Nitick
Coffey, William, 226 W. Main St., Avon
Cohen, David, 162 Newbury St., Brocton
Cole, Anne, 205 Tremont St., Maiden
Collard, Thomas, 395 Belmont St., Belmont, 78
Constant, Robert, 216 Hudson St., New Bedford
Coots, Sandra, 203 Keith Ave., Brocton
Corcoran, Nancy, 1 60 Pond St., Avon
Cordeiro, Daniel, 208 Engenia St., New Bedford
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Costa, Patricia, 1 14 Nash Rd., New Bedford
Coutinho, Kenneth, 3894 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Covey, Joyce, 877 High St., Fall River,
Cowen, Paula, 24 Catherine St., N. Weymouth
Crawford, Carolyn, 6 Windsor St., Methuen
Cribben, John, 25 Kenwood St., Brocton
Crimmins, David, 390 South St., Randolph
Crimmins, Magaret, 64 Nichols St., Norwood
Crooks, Nancy, 31 Pleasant St., Salisbury, Mass.
Crowley, Honor, 18 Kimball St., Quincy
Cummings, Jeanette, 70 Lynnfield St., Lynn
Cummings, Lorraine, 1 1 Maple St., Rockland
Curley, Janet, 76 Dewey Avenue, Whitman
Curran, Evelyn, 5 Claridge Terrace, Dorchester 24
Currie, Robert, 395 Washington St., Taunton
Douchport, Barbara, 175 So. Main St., Acushnet
Davis, Cheryl, 179 Tremont St., Taunton
Davis, Edward, 143 Beechwood St., Cohasset
Davis, Marjorie, 65 Wesmur Rd., Maiden
Dean, Carole, 120 Quincy Ave., Marshfield
Deane, Nancy, 39 Florence St., New Bedford
De Collibue, Elena, 23 Hodder Lane, Framingham
DeMavo, Elizabeth, 106 West Spring St., Avon
DePetrillo, Marie, 184 Dawes St., Lawrence
DePietro, George, 6 Lawn St., So. Attleboro
Deronoga, Constance, 1 1 Hill St., Bondsville
DeSouza, Elaine, 159 Broadway, Taunton
Di Giovanni, Barbara, 613 Plymouth St., Abington
Doherty, Edward, 46 Corbet St., Dorchester 24
Doll, Frederick, 103 Gibbs Ave., Wareham
Donovan, Mory Sue, 99 So. Elm St., Bradford
Douzanis, Priscilla, 123 Union St., Bridgewater
Dube, Claudette, 219 Irvington St., New Bedford
Dubois, Joan, 2 Plympton St., No. Dartmouth
Dumoulin, Marjorie, 24 South St., Fall River
DuPaul, William, 22 Forest Ave., Southbridge
Duquette, Diane, 57 Reney St., Fall River
Echardt, Frances, 1 6 Cedar Lane, Norwood
Egerton, Linda, 99 Lincoln St., Stoughton
Eggers, Katharine, Causeway Rd., Vineyard Haven
Entwistle, Mildred, 93 Laurel St., Fairhaven
Fader, Marsha, Columbia Rd., Marshfield
Falvey, Brian, 76 Manton St., Fall River
Falvey, Ruth, 30 Addison Rd., Waltham
Fay, Robert, 48 Rindge St., Weymouth
Fellows, Donna, 184 Abatross Rd., Quincy
Fenstermaker, Beth, 51 Maolis Ave., West Bridgewater
Ferreira, Robert, 86 Forest St., No. Dighton
Ferris, Gerald, 35 Vernon St., Whitman
Finn, Mary E., 61 Gross Ave., Melrose
Finnigan, Shelia, 13 Cayson St., Newburyport
Fleming, Joseph, 1 88 Pond St., So. Weymouth
Flood, Susan, 607 Pleasant St., Canton
Flynn, Robert, 844 Morton St., Mattapan 26
Folan, Doris, 86 Winter St., Norwood
Ford, Marsha, 788 R County Way, No. Scituate
Forsythe, Susan, 61 Bridge Rd., Florence
Fredericks, Ann, 101 Colonial Ave., Waltham 54
Furness, Barbara, 33 Rexhame Rd., Marshfield
Galeazzi, Sharon, 44 Sawyer Rd., No. Andover, Mass.
Gallagher, Thelia, 106 Oakdale Ave., Dedham
Gardner, Judith, 121 Winthrop St., Brocton
Gariepy, Mary, 22 Franklin St., Attelboro
Gediman, Lois, 43 Curtis Rd., Milton 87
Geloran, Reginald, 83 Hill Street, East Weymouth
Geromini, Marilyn, 17 Ruggles St., Franklin
Gillette, Janet, 46 Phillips St., Lynnfield
Goff, Lorna, Perryville Rd., Rehobath
Goldstein, Sandra, 1 14 Woodbine Rd., Stoughton
Gomes, Louis, 229 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Goodale, Bonnie, 78 Prescott St., West Boylston
Goodfellow, Gordon, 215 Maxfield St., New Bedford
Gorczyco, Shirley, 19 Madison St., Taunton
Grady, Joan, 52 Oak St., So. Weymouth
Gray, Judith, 444 Bridge Rd., Northampton
Gray, Nathalie, 125 Shawomet Ave., Somerset
Graziano, Mary, 28 Pine St., Brocton
Guild, Susan, 44 Kimball St., Needham
Guillet, Meredith, 234 No. Worcester St., Norton
Guston, Carol, 80 Prospect St., West Bridgewater
Hague, Henry, Little Island Rd., West Falmouth
Hanley, James, 26 Rosewood Ave., Attleboro
Hanlon, Janice, 31 Hillcrest Ave., Beverly
Hannon, Maureen, 9 Dimick St., Somerville
Hansen, David, 8 Poerce Drive, Pembroke
Harlow, Margaret, 13 Pleasant St., Plymouth
Harlow, Mary, 17 Laurel St., Whitman
Harlow, Nancy, 23 Linden Lane, Bridgewater
Harrington, Cornelia, 608 Weetamae St., Fall River
Harris, Richard, 507 Furnace Brook Pkwy, Quincy
Harrison, Beverly, 67 Pleasant St., East Walpole
Hayden, Susan, 73 Brett St., Brocton
Haynes, Merilyn, 1 14 Litchfield Ave., Southbridge
Healy, Arlene, 34 Dawnina St., Fall River
Hedin, Barbara, 129 Hawthorne St., E. Weymouth
Heigham, Barbara, 42 Baxendale Terrace, Brocton
Hicks, Roland, 85 Webster St., Brocton
Hill, Ellen, 38 Verndale Rd., Newton Highlands
Hoffman, Carol, 20 Martin St., Brocton
Holewka, Nancy, 24 Melville St., Brocton
Homen, Judith, 17 O'Connor St., East Taunton
Hoss, Madeline, 37 Summer St., Rockland
Howard, Patricia, Water St., No. Pembroke
Howes, Ruth, Carver Rd., West Wareham
Hoyt, Esther, 1 3 Beauport Ave., Gloucester
Hughes, Michael, 153 Florence St., New Bedford
Hurton, Susan, 31 Lawrence St., Wakefield
Ingalls, Nancy, 106 Pleasant View St., Methuen, Mass.
Ippolito, William, 1017 Warren Ave., Brocton
Jackso, Lawrence, 33 Pecksnot Rd., Weymouth
Jaroz, Nancy, 223 Cody St., Ludlow
Jenkins, William, 206 Mechanic St., Canton
Johnson, Barbara, Main St., Marshfield
Johnson, Judith, 56 Hovenden Ave., Brocton
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Johnson, Noreen, 66 School St., Grisworldville
Joly, Sybil, 641 Pond St., So. Weymouth
Karshic, Jeane, 34 Rockhill St., Norwood
Kasperovicz, Susan, 64 Sawtell Ave., Brocton
Keane, Barbara, 57 Sylvan St., Danvers
Keeley, Patricia, 227 Lisa Drive, Brocton
Keith, Robert, 22 So. Franklin St., Holbrook
Keniston, Robbin, Walnut St., Plainville
Kilgour, Judith, 148 Graves St., So. Deerfield
King, Sara-Ruth, Swift River, Mass.
Kinney, Jacqueline, 83 Ohio St., New Bedford
Kinsella, Patricia, 83 Weston St., Brocton
Klaiman, Louis, 44 Ames St., Lawrence
Kmieu, Susan, 563 Bay St., Taunton
Kobos, Dorothy, 1 16 Bunkerhill St., Lawrence
Kowalski, Patricia, 63 Harrington St., Southbridge
Kruger, Patricia, 1 60 Summer St., New Bedford
Lacroix, Roger, 100 Layfayette St., Fall River
LaGrasta, Thomas, 39 Irvington St., Brocton
Lahait, Irene, Garfield St., Salisbury
Lambert, Robert, 126 Sommerset St., Haverhill
Lambert, Theresa, 231 Grinnell St., Fall River
Lancaster, Brenda, 309 Merrimac St., Newburyport
Lancaster, Sharon, 47 Elm St., Georgetown
Larson, Nancy, 173 Nilssan St., Brocton
Laskoski, Carole, 22 Third St., Turners Falls
Lavoie, Margot, 452 Osborn St., Fall River
Lawton, Robert, 103 Pleasant St., Fairhaven
LeBlanc, Neal, 152 Sayles St., Southbridge
Legault, Denise, 205 Brown St., Pittsfield
Leonard, Eileen, 93 Burrell St., Roxbury 19
Lerner, Laurence, 17 Clara St., Middleboro
Libby, Janet, 48 Taffrail Rd., Quincy
Libuda, Maryann, 38 Green Ave., Southbridge
Liepis, Joanne, 43 Vine St., Middleboro
Lima, Richard, 67 Dewert Ave., Taunton
Lindahl, Alyce, 51 Ocean St., Squantum 71
Lindquist, Joyce, 320 Salem St., Woburn
Linnehan, Kathleen, 38 Seventeenth Ave., Haverhill
Locke, Mary, 46 Pilgrim Rd., Quincy
Locurto, Barbara, 26 Pompeii St., Roxbury 19
Loney, Jacqueline, North St., Graniteville
Lucier, Claudette, 1 1 Wilder St., Brocton
Lucier, Eileen, 96 Porter St., Stoughton
Luke, George, 164 Elm St., No. Easton
Lunn, Sharon, 25 Winthrop Ave., Beverly
Lussier, Gerald, 1 17 Keeley St., Fall River
MacDonald, Mary E., Vernon St., Woburn
MacPhetres, Judith, 146 North St., Medfield
Marconi, James, 147 Sunset Hill, Fall River
Martin, Barbara, 9 Nemasket St., East Taunton
Martin, George, 35 Newcomb P'lace, Taunton
Martin, Robert, 35 Newcomb Place, Taunton
Masse, 430 Eastern Ave., Fall River
Mazzoleni, Jacqueline, 23 Hart St., Taunton
Mehegan, Florence, 24 Blanchard Rd., Scituate
Mendes, Robert, 25 Highland St., Taunton
Mercer, Linda, 25 Burton Ave., Brocton
Merrihis, Marie, 98 Pleasant St., Randolph
Mesheau, Sandra, 1 1 Brook St., Brocton
Messaline, David, 40 Bolton Place, Bridgewater
Misiaszek, Sandra, 1 15 Hathaway St., New Bedford
Mitchell, Frederick, 625 County St., New Bedford
Moniz, Carole, 59 Collette St., New Bedford
Moniz, Leonard, 258 Hope St., Fall River
Monk, Vivian, Park St., Pembroke
Montgomery, Linda, 12 Mechanic St., Mattapoisett
Mooney, Marilyn, 64 Audubon Rd., Milton
Mortimer, Nancy, 135 New Boston Rd., Fall River
Moss, Nancy, 216 Main St., Fairhaven
Mulchay, Mary Claire, 42 Avalon Rd., West Roxbury 32
Murphy, Robert, 108 Libert St., Fall River
Murphy, Sarah, 1 8 North St-., Hyannis
Murphy, Walter, 20 Barrett St., Maiden
McCarthy, Andrew, 831 Beech St., Rockland
McDonald, James, 96 Thompson St., New Bedford
McEnderfer, Christie, 67 MacArthur Rd., Natick
McGarry, Martha, 138 Center St., No. Easton
McGrady, Patricia, Hummock Pond Rd., Nantucket
McGrath, Frances, 2 Russell St., No. Quincy
McGrath, Mary E., 36 Lakeview St., Whitman
McMahon, James, 335 Warren St., Fall River
McNulty, Judith, 38 Bartlett Rd., Randolph
McVay, Paul, 1 8 Cape Cod Lane, Braintree
Nelson, Richard, 18 Hall St., Brocton
Nerbey, Noel, 9 Thirteenth St., Attleboro
Nielson, Karla, 50 Washington St., Stoughton
Nooker, Martha, 20 Annawam St., Taunton
Nolan, Regina, 6 Quincy Ave., Hingham
Noonan, Judith, 23 Goshim Rd., Milton 87
O'Connor, Don, 235 Laurelton St., Springfield
O'Keefe, Jean, 4 Bay St., Taunton
Oldfield, Dianne, 75 Whittenton St., Taunton
Olireira, Beatrice, 389 Field St., Fall River
Oliveira, Eileen, 184 Middle Rd., Acushnet
O'Neil, Sharon, State Rd., Edgartown
Orlando, Martin, 98 Florence St., Brocton
Oumet, Diane, 2075 Pleasant St., Fall River
Paille, Janice, 259 So. Worcester St., Norton
Palmer, George, Box 253, Osterville
Paradis, Claraine, 487 Palmer St., Fall River
Paradis, Robert, 670 Eastern Ave., Fall River
Parent, Robert, 18 Elm Rd., Falmouth
Patterson, Sandra, 17 Appleton St., Danvers
Paul, Dorene, 137 No. Washington St., Plainville
Paul, Marie, 47 South Gate Park, West Newton
Pearl, Edward, 807 Taunton Ave., Seekonk
Pease, Sandra, 189 Ohio St., New Bedford
Pellegrini, Judith, 200 No. Truro St., Hull
Perakis, Marguerite, 452 Nantasket Ave., Hull
Perna, Bernice, 89 Puritan Drive, Quincy
Perna, Malcolm, 55 Ellis Ave., Norwood
Peterson, Elaine, 91 Shiretown Rd., Dedham
Pharnes, Joan, 263 George St., Mendon
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Pieri, Madeline, 412 Dwelly St., Fall River
Plonys, Marsha, 10 Summit St., Middleboro
Ponte, Paul, 189 Carl St., Fall River
Potter, Mary, 176 Lake Shore Drive, East Weymouth
Powell, Martha, 541 No. Underwood St., Fall River
Proffetby, Alice, Warren Ave., Plymouth
Puglisi, Nancy, 109 Chestnut St., Andover
Sullivan, Cynthia, 135 Buffington St., Fall River
Sullivan, Maryrose, 78 Grant St., Fall River
Svenson, Arthur, 22 Herbert Rd., No. Quincy 71
Sylvia, Elaine, 29 Clover St., New Bedford
Sylvia, Frederick, 39 Norman St., New Bedford
Symmes, Susan, 1 75 Maple St., Danvers
Szczepan, Diane, 1 64 Sawyer St., New Bedford
Quill, Sheila, 85 Studley Ave., Brocton
Ragonesi, Albert, 102 Chavenson St., Fall River
Rando, Sandra, 303 Broad St., Weymouth 88
Rankin, William, 53 Huttleston Ave., Fairhaven
Rapoza, Manuel, 104 Bonney St., New Bedford
Ratner, Ronna, 357 Hanover St., Fall River
Reagan, John, 331 West St., Mansfield
Reavis, Concetta, 29F Hill St., Brocton
Rebel lo, Gilbert, 532 Rivet St., New Bedford
Reckendorf, Judith, 61 East Central St., Natick
Reid, Carol, 19 Maria Lane, Roslindale
Rice, Charles, 479 Beech St., Roslindale 33
Richard, Ellen, 33 Princess Rd., West Newton
Riou, Susan, Mill River, Mass.
Rizzo, Martin, 206 Broadway, Revere 51
Robinson, Judith, 123 State Rd., N. Dartmouth
Roche, Arleen, 9 King St., Taunton
Roeder, Edith, 191 West Main St., Norton
Ross, Patricia, 75 Ames St., Quincy
Rudnick, Arthur, 32 Greenock St., Dorchester 24
Rummey, Patricia, 10 Main St., Somerville 45
Russell, Richard, Freeman Place, Duxbury
Ryone, Cynthia, Lower Rd., Brewster
Sargent, Mary, 1 County St., Rehobath
Sauchuk, Richard, 14 Burroughs St., Danvers
Saunders, Joan, 29 Fairland St., Roxbury 19
Savasta, Sandra, Grove Ave., Norfolk
Sawczuk, George, 500 Canton St., Randolph
Scelsi, Christine, 21 Daniels Ave., Pittsfield
Seaquist, Jayne, 177 Grafton St., Brocton 24
Shaughnessy, Helen, 28 Winter Lane, Framingham
Sheehan, Magaret, Nodd Rd. R.F.D., Groton
Shield, Ann, 58 Wianna Ave., Osterville
Simmons, Manuel, 1 05C High Hill Rd., No. Dartmouth
Simon, Ann, 10 Kenwood Place, Laurence
Siscoe, Cornelia, 300 Elm St., E. Bridgewater
Skahill, Mary, 47 Pilgrim Rd., No. Weymouth
Smialek, Anne, 1 149 Globe St., Fall River
Smith, Diane, 429 Buffington St., Somerset
Smith, Pamela, 2154 Ocean St., Marshfield
Smith, Selma, 145D Bedford St., Fall River
Smith, William, Taunton St., Lakeville
Spooner, Kathryn, 23 Daniel Shay Highway, Orange
Spugel, Paula, 25 Tremont St., New Bedford
Starrett, Laurie, 466 Winthrop St., Taunton
St. Denis, Diane, 94 Kellogg St., Fall River
Steele, Sandra, 1 6 Trinity St., Danvers
Stevens, Fred, 954 Warren Ave., Brocton
Stinchfield, Ruth, 23 Cottage St., Elmwood
Stolarz, Theresa, 16 Red Coat Rd., Framingham
Teevan, Ann, 238 Liberty St., East Braintree
Therien, Yvette, 986 Bristol St., New Bedford
Thibault, Richard, 18 Holden St., Fall River
Thivierge, Rita, 2588 Acushnet Ave., New Bedford
Thomas, Carol, 67 Grafton St., Arlington
Tibbetts, Linda, 27 Acorn St., Middleboro
Tomkiewicz, Helen, 1 9 Faunce Corner Rd., No. Dartmouth
Towne, William, 8 Pine Rd., Pocasset
Treacy, Janet, 93 Robertson St., Quincy 69
Tristany, Carol, 241 Pleasant St., Dalton
Urban, Stanley, 272 Tremont St., Taunton
Valicenti, Paula, 5 Willow Lane, E. Weymouth
Vasilakis, Janet, 47 Leroy Ave., Bradford
Ventura, Jean, 26 Stony Brook Rd., Raynham
Ventura, Marina, 959 Globe St., Fall River
Viera, Carolyn, 5 Lothrop St., No. Easton
Vodoklys, Ann, 24 Dennison Ave., Framingham
Wahlgren, Raymond, 10 Fairlawn St., No. Grafton
Wakefield, Judith, 5 Forest St., Taunton
Walker, Claire, 58 Saunders St., No. Weymouth
Walker, Lorna, Snipatuit Rd., Rochester
Wallster, Jeanne, 82 Norton Drive, Norwood
Walsh, David, 41 Butler Rd., Quincy 69
Warchol, Kenneth, Mill River Rd., So. Deerfield
Weddleton, Bernard, 77 Grove St., Lynn
Weidenfeller, John, 201 Magoun Ave., Brocton
Wells, Jane, 46 Argyle St., Melrose
Werthamer, Donna, 42 Central St., Agawam
West, Josephine, 215 Winthrop St., Fall River
Williams, Roger, 141 Donnellan Cr., No. Weymouth
Witowski, Thomas, 85 Lyons St., Indian Orchard
Wood, Carole, 171 West St., Elmwood
Wood, Mary, 44 Charles St., Whitman
Wood, Susan, 166 Belmont St., Weymouth
Wrobel, Patricia, 152 Shawmut St., Fall River
Wysmulek, Halina, 7 Heather Ave., Millbury
Yeamans, Lynne, 103 Temple Rd., Waltham
Zamarchi, Maeve, 66 So. Central St., Haverhill
Zaslona, Sandra, 128 Sylvia St., New Bedford
Zazpooulos, Vivian, 145 Hilldale Ave., Haverhill
Zdaniewicz, Elaine, 71 Marialano Ave., Brocton






Maxwell, Clement C, 1 1 State, Taunton
Alley, Otis E., Plain, Middleboro
Barnett, Robert J., 17 Pearl, Bridgewater
Bates, Ralph S., 42 Leonard, Bridgewater
Bouchard, Beatrice I., 52 South, Bridgewater
Brennan, James R., 108 Maple Ave., Bridgewater
Burt, Patricia, 1108 Pleasant, Bridgewater
Caldwell, Mary I., 101 South, Bridgewater
Cassidy, Margaret C, 20 Pleasant, Uxbridge
Chellis, Barbara C, 100 Pleasant, Bridgewater
Chipman, Nettie H., 93 Pinckney, Boston
Cirino, Elizabeth M., 14 Baker Road, Raynham
Clement, Stanley L, 43 Mt. Vernon W., E. Weymouth
Coakley, Ann 0., 128 Highview, Westwood
Cole, William R., 76 Pleasant Ave., E. Bridgewater
Coler, Robert A., 1311 Pleasant, Bridgewater
Comeau, Catherine E., 45 Bedford, Bridgewater
Corkery, Joseph J., 465 Center, Bridgewater-
Corriere, Alex, 282 Green, Brockton
Daniel, Robert A., 54 Leonard, Bridgewater
Davoren, John L., 59 Bedford, Bridgewater
Delaney, Norman C, 2 Cherry, Newburyport
DeRocco, Joseph, 74 Union, Bridgewater
DiNardo, V. James, Linden Lane, Bridgewater
Doiron, Gerald J., 322 S. Precinct, E. Taunton'
Dooley, Philip H., 75 Worcester, Bridgewater
Durgin, George H., 68 Shaw Road, Bridgewater
Ferry, Dorothy R., 28 Park Ave., E. Bridgewater
Fiore, Jordan D., 1 86 County, Taunton
Foth, Charles E., 64 Rowayne Park, Bridgewater
Furlong, Ira E., 96 Union, Bridgewater
Gaffney, Elizabeth A., 1 Emerson Place, Boston
Gannon, Vincent Mo, 194 Main, Bridgewater
Gloster, Mary L., 29 Granite, Weymouth Landing
Green, George, 1 Lancaster Terr., Worcester
Guerin, M. Frances, 76 Cross, East Bridgewater
Harrington, Lee, 237 Summer, Bridgewater
Harrigan, Daniel F., 2 Margaret Road, Peabody
Hayword, Marjorie L., 308 Foundry, South Easton
Herrick, Jane, 100 Pleasant, Bridgewater
Hilferty, Frank J., 349 High, Bridgewater
Hollis, Elizabeth, 25 Bates Ave., South Weymouth
Howe, Kenneth J., 47 Vernon, Bridgewater
Huffington, Paul, 173 Pleasant, Bridgewater
Husek, Stephanie O., 194 No. Elm, W. Bridgewater
Jarvis, Mary L., 170 Pleasant, Bridgewater
Joki, Virginia, 60 Short, Taunton
Kelly, George T., 4 Highland Terr., Bridgewater




















































Lee, Olive, 65 Grove, Bridgewater
Lehmann, Harry A., 22 Dean, Bridgewater
Lindquist, Evelyn R., 140 Maple Ave., Bridgewater
Lomax, Katherine F., Ill Highland Ave., Fall River
Lutz, Iva V., 92 Bedford, Bridgewater
Macewicz, Agrippina A., 161 South, Bridgewater
Mailloux, Henry M., 47 Carmel Circle, Bridgewater
Mayo, Walter L, Circuit, Norwell
McMullen, Charles B., Cedar, Bridgewater
Melville, Annabelle M., 30 Maple Ave., Bridgewater
Mish, Lawrence B., 191 Main, Bridgewater
Morin, Walter A., 256 South, Bridgewater
Moriarty, Mary J., 57 Spring Hill Ave., Bridgewater
Nadal, Rita K., 54 South, Bridgewater
Noonan, Daniel J., Carver, Halifax
O'Connell, Rose H., 215 Summer, Bridgewater
Pagano, Joseph, 274 High St., Bristol, R. I.
Phillips, Patricia, 396 Bay Road, So. Easton
Reinhart, Miriam M., 27 Spring Hill Ave., Bridgewater
Rosen, Henry, 14 Oak Ridge Drive, Brockton
Rucker, Robert J., 39 Pleasant, Bridgewater
Shea, Ellen M., 60 Pearl, East Bridgewater
Sheinfeld, Samuel N., 891 Pleasant, Brockton
Souza, Margaret R., 91 Main, Raynham
Steimen, Ann, 45 Bedford, Bridgewater
Swenson, Edward C, 357 Franklin, Whitman.
Tebbetts, Doris E., 172 West Chestnut, Brockton
Tyndall, Balfour S., 17 Hillberg Ave., Brockton
Vining, Cora M., 65 Grove, Bridgewater
Wall, William J., Jr., 48 Linden Lane, Bridgewater
Werner, Henry F., 148 Highland, Taunton
Weygand, George A., 141 South, Bridgewater




































Sprague, Doris M., 464 High, Bridgewater
Allen, Gladys L., 38 South, Bridgewater
Borchers, Louise H., 15 Clarence Ave., Bridgewater
Dowd, Christine A., 28 Mt. Prospect, Bridgewater
Doyle, Mary A., 121 Hale, Bridgewater
Gamson, Ruth M., 49 Railroad Ave., Taunton
Godfrey, Elois, 50 Shaw Road, Bridgewater
Higgins, Elizabeth M., 49 South, Bridgewater
Hulsman, Helen L, 799 Montello, Brockton
Marks, Mary L., 29 Fremont, Bridgewater
Menice, Richard M., 44 Branch Rd., So. Weymouth
Poe'Sepp, Barbara F., 36 Mt. Prospect, Bridgewater
Rucker, Ellen, 31 Pleasant, Bridgewater
Tilton, Ruth S., Nolan, Avon
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